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Abstract 
 

Experience of finished cases from a process is very valuable. All these finished cases together 

consist of all best and worst practices. These practices can be found in the case decisions, case 

results and case identity. Logging this case information into a case base will retain the best and 

worst practices of the finished cases. This can also be called the “experience” of cases.  

 

The user who handles a case in the process can be supported in his decision-making by the 

experience of earlier cases. This report is about a decision support service, which is called the 

recommendation service. In the presented recommendation service the recommendations are 

based on the case base. These recommendations can be about (1) which resource to allocate to 

which work item, (2) the sequence and choice of activities in the case path, and (3) decisions within 

a work item.  

 

It will be shown that this type of decision support helps the user in the decision-making process. 

Recommendations help in controlling complex cases, while there is flexibility to apply the user’s 

own opinion. A prototype implementing these recommendations is presented.. 
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1 Master Graduation Project at Pallas Athena 
 

1.1 Problem area 
When executing a process, a defined goal for the case has to be followed. Decision-making during 

the process enables the achievement of this goal. The problem is that complexity is becoming 

enormous for business processes, which results in hard decisions. Although users have a limited 

overview, user intervention is still required, because control by intelligent decision-making systems 

without user intervention is still a utopia.  

 

Workflow Management Systems (WfMS’s) are a good solution to structure and control complex 

processes. However, WfMS’s might provide too much control and reduce the grip of the user at the 

decision-making. It is therefore important to provide a balance between control and flexibility. 

Control is required, because certain goals have to be realised. Flexibility is required, because the 

user of the process must have enough space for her preferred decision.  

 

A recommendation service could be a welcome addition for decision-making process. This service 

provides support and direction by generating recommendations which can be followed, but the 

user still can influence decision-making to empower her perception. The idea of the 

recommendation service is that per case a certain target function is set. The goal can be to optimize 

some sort of parameter (e.g. cost or time). The service selects similar cases that are executed and 

logged earlier in the process, and defines a recommendation based on these cases. By using the case 

base it is possible to utilize the “experience” of similar cases. 

 

1.2 Research question 
This master graduation project is about the development and evaluation of a recommendation 

service. The main research question is: 

 

How can the business value of a workflow process be increased, by applying strategies that 

lead to case-specific recommendations? 

 

By defining target functions, building a recommendation service and evaluating it, the answer to the 

research question can be realized. Therefore the topics of the following research goals (RG) have to 

be a studied and answered: 

 

RG1: Define target functions. 

RG2: Describe how to find similar cases in the log file  

RG3: Describe how to define a recommendation on the basis of the available data. 

RG4: Design a process that contains a prototype of a recommendation service. 

RG5: Evaluate the target functions, types of recommendations and the prototype itself. 
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1.3 Phases in the project 
Although phases will occur in parallel and overlap, the following rough steps can be distinguished.  

1. The first step taken is to get familiar with the Protos and FLOWer products of Pallas Athena. 

This was done via a course and self-study. The recommendation service was built with 

FLOWer.  

2. After getting familiar with FLOWer the target functions were defined. The general 

hypothesis was that when the process is executed with the recommendations, the process 

will have better results for the target functions then without them.  

3. Research was done about how to mine similar cases from the data log and how to transform 

this data into a recommendation. 

4. The recommendation service was built and tested, this took most of the time. 

5. The recommendation service was simulated. After the simulation the target functions and 

the recommendation service were evaluated.  

6. The result of this master graduation project will be a prototype recommendation service 

and a master thesis where the theory is described and the prototype is evaluated. 

 

1.4 About Pallas Athena 
This master graduation project was carried out at Pallas Athena [1] in Apeldoorn. For over 15 years 

Pallas Athena has been a supplier of BPM software and solutions. Protos and FLOWer1 are the main 

products that are developed. Nowadays these are integrated into the BPM|One suite. Pallas Athena 

provides companies the opportunity to capitalise on the past, optimise the present and anticipate 

the future. 

Pallas Athena has more than 1700 customers and over 1 million users can be found in many 

different types of companies in all industry sectors. Pallas Athena has about 150 employees. And 

Pallas Athena’s software and solutions are sold in more than 30 countries throughout the world.  

 

1.5 Outline 
Chapter two will introduce the topic of the recommendation service with earlier work, a 

justification and a short description of the different aspects of the recommendation service. 

 

The following three chapters describe in theory the complete recommendation service. Chapter 

three starts with the design considerations about several topics. Chapter four describes which 

requirements have to be met. Chapter five describes the design decisions. The structure of these 

chapters (3-5) are the same. So, the third issue in 3.1 is also the third issue in 4.1 and 5.1.  

 

In chapter six it is described how the prototype of the recommendation service is developed in 

practice.  Chapter seven presents an evaluation of the prototype of the recommendation service. 

 

Conclusions for the recommendation service are made in chapter eight, together with 

recommendations for future work. 

                                                   
1 A description of FLOWer is provided in chapter 6. 
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2 Recommendation Service Introduction 
 

 

In this chapter the basic idea of the recommendation service is described. In the first paragraph a 

short introduction is given about the development of the area of Decision Support Systems. In the 

second paragraph it is discussed why a recommendation service adds value to an organization. In 

the third paragraph it is explained how the recommendation service works and what types of 

recommendations are defined. Paragraph four describes how the recommendation service fits in 

the BPM vision of Pallas Athena.  

 

2.1 Earlier work 
Why a recommendation service? Why not develop a fully automated decision making system? The 

idea of fully automated decision-making systems exists for decades. However fully automated 

decision making seems to be a utopia. Due to bad design of artificial intelligent applications and no 

acceptance by the end-users, the trend went from fully automated decision to user decision support 

from the 1970’s until the present [2].  

 

The change to collaboration between the user and the recommendations service, instead of 

automated decision-making, can also be analysed from the knowledge management view. Three 

types of knowledge repositories in an organization can be defined [3]: (1) External knowledge, like 

articles and market research, (2) Structured internal knowledge, like product specifications and 

production procedures, and (3) Informal internal knowledge, like know-how in the minds of 

persons. The second and third knowledge repository cannot be managed fully by a person alone, or 

by a recommendation service alone. Computer support is required to get an overview over the 

complex and enormous amount of structural internal knowledge. The user has the best perception 

of the informal internal knowledge. So, the user and the recommendation service together could 

form a good combination.   

 

In the last forty years many types of Decision Support Systems (DSS) were developed (see also 

Appendix A). Arnot and Pervan [4] critically analyzed many articles in the DSS area. This research 

area is large; about 15 percent of the articles in IS journals have the topic of DSS. The conclusion 

was that DSS research w.r.t. theory is dominated by theory building, but almost not to theory 

testing, and theory refinement. This is surprising, because the DSS area is evolving for forty years 

and should have more focus on theory testing and refinement, but it is not. Sceptics would say DSS 

won’t evolve. However, the high focus on theory building can be caused by the fact that DSS is a 

difficult area, or by ever-developing technical possibilities. New technical possibilities cause 

development of new DSS movements, like data warehousing and business intelligence, for which 

theory building is the first step. 

 

There are a lot of examples of recommendation services on the web. Examples are e-commerce 

sites like Amazon.com where visitors are supported with recommendations like “Customers Who 

Bought This Item Also Bought” and “Buy This Product and Related Accessories”. These 
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recommendations are derived from other users’ preferences, who share the same profile. 

Recommendation services on the internet are frequently applied for supporting persons with the 

right product or service.  

 

Optimized case execution is another recommendation services domain. There are a lot of 

frameworks and applications for decision making. On a high level most of the frameworks and 

applications contain a stepwise process from Insight to Decision to Action [2]. The output of these 

frameworks and applications mostly exists of a recommendation list with a preference for the 

alternatives. This is the support to the user. There is an enormous variety of methods for generating 

recommendation lists. This is caused by the amount of available techniques and the different 

environments where the decision-making takes place.  

An example of a recommendation list for improved case execution is the product based workflow 

support described in [5]. Here the next step to be performed is determined by using a strategy in 

combination with a product data model. The product data model is a description of the structure of 

the product data elements. 

Another example is the recommendation service based on the history of other cases [17].  The 

optimization can be described by target functions. The recommendations are based on cases that 

are selected with similarity measures. The last two described services are developed at the 

Eindhoven University of Technology and implemented in the ProM Framework [6].  

The recommendation service in [17] was an inspiration for the prototype described in this report. 

This earlier recommendation service is also inspired on a technique. This is the case-based 

reasoning technique (CBR). This technique will be considered in chapter 3 and will lead to the final 

design in chapter 5. 

 

The goal of this project will be to build an operational recommendation service for a real life 

business process. By evaluating the service it will be analysed whether implementing a 

recommendation service into a process will result in improved case execution. The CBR technique 

and the recommendation service described in [17] will be used as a basis for the prototype.   
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2.2 Justification 
Does the recommendation service ad

described here. The recommendation service in practice is evaluated 

theoretical point of view there are two ways to justify the service.

 

A recommendation service provides a solution to 

WfMS’s are a fine solution to structure and control complex processes. However, 

provide too much control and reduce the influence of the user at the decision

important to provide a balance between control and flexibility. Control is required, because certain 

goals have to be realised. Flexibility is required, because the

room for the final decision-making. A recommendation service is 

making while still providing guidance

 

A recommendation service is an extension 

Normally, users repetitively take a decision during

is executed and finally there will be a case result. 

Figure 1. However, for a recommendation service

(light rectangles). Current cases can take advantage of t

recommendation service is an extension for reusing 

 

The recommendation service is very useful when

should request a recommendation when the

� Context tunnelling [9,10

A user may not be aware of her lack of insight, so automatic recommendations for a case 

may be required. 

� A lack of information: T

when an exception occurs.

� A lack of business rules:

perform a certain task, or how to decide on issues for a task

 

When these situations occur, the recommendation service 

user with a well-based recommendation for decision
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2.3 Implementation and usage within a business process  
There are certain conditions that have to be met before a recommendation service can be used as 

an operational service. Specialists or managers should decide on several aspects of the 

recommendation service. Also strategies and alternatives for decisions should be defined clearly. 

 

The recommendation service should only be applied when at least the following requirements are 

met: 

� Management should have a clear understanding of the entire business (e.g. via monitoring). 

From this understanding a strategy could be defined. This can be translated into an 

instruction for setting target functions for all cases in a process or individual cases.  

� Detailed knowledge about the process has to be available when configuring the 

recommendations. For example, for attribute-based recommendations the key case 

properties should be defined.  

� Different roles should be distinguished in terms of knowledge, skills, abilities and 

authorization. These defined roles could be used as different alternatives for the 

recommendation service. 

� The work items should be defined and should have an identity. This makes it possible to 

distinguish different paths for cases. 

� Recommendations require historical logged data. It should be possible to log information 

about cases in the case base and there should be enough cases, before a reliable 

recommendation can be generated.  

 

There could be a lot of different situations to implement a recommendation. Recommendation 

services are no good for the following situations: 

� The effort for requesting, generating and handling a recommendation can demand too much 

of certain resources, like performance of a server, or handling time of the user. An example 

is the situation where in the past an employee needed 10 seconds to decide, but with a 

recommendation service he needs two minutes. There has to be a healthy trade-off between 

the effort made with and without a recommendation service.  

� The right answer to the decision is already known, but the information has to be looked up 

somewhere.  A fact is absolutely successful for the problem, where a recommendation can 

only introduce recommendations with uncertainty. 

� The problem is too important and the decision should be made by specialist or managers. 

� The impact of having an incorrect recommendation is totally undesirable. 
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2.4 The recommendation service and the BPM vision of Pallas Athena 
The idea of a recommendation service could be implemented within different organizations. Pallas 

Athena has a certain vision how to improve a process. The recommendation service can be seen as 

another way to improve a process. This means support within the process execution. As can be seen 

in the figure below. 

 

Pallas Athena identifies two improvement cycles within the business process: the inner and the 

outer circle. The emphasis of the inner circle is fully on the operational management of a process. It 

concentrates on being in control of the daily state of affairs. The outer circle is situated on a more 

strategic level and here a process’ performance is measured and compared to the targets that have 

been set. Changes in the outer circle are about the structure of the process and have greater risk 

and impact. Implementation of a modification requires input from higher management and IT. 

Changes in the inner circle are about process parameters and can be done by operation managers. 

 

The recommendation service is situated in the inner circle and the outer circle. It is situated in the 

inner circle because it provides real-time decision support during the execution of a case. However, 

setting the target function is done at the strategic level of the outer circle, where also the process’s 

performance is measured and compared. It is possible to steer the setting of target functions by 

following the strategy of the outer circle. It is also possible that local managers set the target 

functions, when they recognize the need for optimization for a certain process parameter. 

 

 

 

  

Recommendation 

service 

Process 

(re)design 

Process 

monitoring 

Process 

adjustment 

Process 

measurement 

Process 

analysis 
Process 

execution 

Figure 2: Inner and outer circle in combination with the recommendation service 
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3 Design Considerations 
 

 

In this chapter the design considerations about the development of the recommendation service 

will be explained. Each topic is discussed. Requirements about these issues and remarks will be 

defined in chapter 4. In chapter 5 it will be discussed which design decisions are made for the 

recommendation service. 

 

3.1 The CBR technique and the recommendation service 
Although the idea is to base the recommendation service on the article of [17], the case-based 

reasoning technique (CBR) will first be analysed and described.  

CBR is a methodology for finding solutions for the current case by analysing already finished, 

similar cases. All cases which have been executed and finished in the process are stored in a case 

base, which is a database with cases, their solutions and the results [7]. The case base is used and 

updated in five steps (Figure 3) [8]. These are (1) Retrieval of cases with similar problems, (2) 

Reusing the solutions of the retrieved cases, (3) Revising these solutions, (4) Reviewing and 

evaluating whether the outcome of the formulated solution is acceptable, and (5) Retaining the case 

in the case base for future analysis.  

 

 

 
Figure 3: The case based reasoning problem solving cycle [8] 
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Issues/remarks 

1. The CBR technique has from a theoretical point of view the advantage that it reuses cases 

from the past to learn from behaviour in the past. It is a learning system, so it retains 

information from past cases to support current cases.  

2. The case base (case library) [7,8] can be defined as a database in which the identity, the 

solutions and the results of cases are logged, see Figure 8. The case base can be seen as a 

knowledge source (knowledge container) that is used in problem solving [11]. However, 

rule-based systems have only knowledge sources like facts and rules. For example, the 

recommendation service in [17] uses the case base, the user’s knowledge, the similarity 

measures and the target function as knowledge sources. When decision support is 

requested, all these sources can be consulted and used for a solution. 

3. From a practical point of view the CBR technique might not be feasible, because of 

performance issues. This might occur when the case base (case library) contains too many 

retained cases. Then aggregating information may require too much time and performance 

of the calculating systems.  

4. Another issue is the influence of recently added cases in the case base. When there are 

extremely many cases in the case base, new trends may not be found, because the much 

older majority of the cases determine the results. 

Business processes are always influenced by change, e.g. from the environment. This means 

cases of five years ago might not be that representative any more. Maintenance of the 

domain knowledge is required. For example, a moving average for the cases could be 

applied. This means cases will be relevant for a certain period of time. Another solution for 

this problem could be the idea of qualitative introspective learning. This technique 

estimates the direction of change and tunes old results for current situations [12].  

5. Without cases in the case base the CBR technique cannot be used. So, no feedback without 

too few cases or an empty case base.  

A cold start is a situation in which the case base has not enough variability. Not all 

alternatives are applied in the already known finished cases. The danger of a cold start is 

that recommendations are generated, but the recommendation service cannot choose the 

best alternative. The alternatives that have not yet occurred will not be recommended and 

thus not become a part of the case base. However the other alternatives will be 

recommended, which result in too much emphasis on these alternatives. 

One solution can be that cases in the business process should be processed without decision 

support from the recommendation service until the moment that the case base contains 

enough cases. 

Another solution can be to provide variability to the case base by simulating cases. If the 

amount of possible identities can be calculated, the amount of to-be-simulated cases is 

known. However, it is required to parameterize the simulation. It might be difficult and 

complex to predict precisely which actions have which results. More difficult is to set 

parameters for the simulation for circumstances that are influenced from the outside of the 

process. Although the parameters might not be totally right, an indication might be enough. 

6. Contamination of the case base may occur. Therefore rules are required. It is in the concept 

of a recommendation service to omit a complex web of rules. However rules will always 

exist, like ethical and legal rules. Cases with illegal decisions in the case base should be 

filtered out, because future recommendations can be based on these cases. A solution can be 

to give the user the possibility at the end of the case to add a comment whether the case 

represents a well-processed case or not.  

Deleting information from the case base is dangerous, because it might cause a wrong 

balance. For example, if a case with a very positive result for alternative A is deleted, then 

automatically alternative B becomes better. Thus, maintenance is important. 
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3.2 Types of recommendation 
1. Recommendation build-up 

In this section it is described which types of recommendation can be defined, on what kind of 

information they could be based and what they recommend. Recommendations can be 

distinguished by different properties. One property is the input information whereon the 

recommendation is based. This is also called the case identity, which is the criterion for the similar 

cases subset. This similar cases subset is the dataset on which the recommendation is based. 

1. Recommendation based on the attribute values of a case (attribute-based) 

2. Recommendation based on the activity sequence of a case (path-based) 

3. A hybrid form of attribute-based and path-based 

 

Another property is for what kind of decision is recommended: 

A. Recommendation for the value of a case attribute 

B. Recommendation for the next activity in the case path 

C. Recommendation for the role that executes a certain activity 

 

In theory all combinations are possible (1A, 1B, 1C, 2A, etc.).  

 

2. Recommendation scope 

For the path-based recommendation there is an issue about the scope of the recommendation. Until 

now the recommendation was assumed to give a suggestion for one decision. For example, it is 

recommended at status 5 that one should choose option K as the next activity. This is based on the 

history of other similar cases in the log database. What if the situation occurs that a 

recommendation service is able to recommend a number of decisions at once (a path 

recommendation)? This means that the process has such properties that for example the next three 

steps to be taken depend on the current decision. So, if decision K is taken after status 5, then 

automatically decision L has to be taken after K and decision M has to be taken after L. 

 

Such recommendations have certain advantages. One advantage is that if the recommendation is 

similar with the user’s opinion and this recommendation is followed, it can be forecasted what 

capacity is needed in the activities of the recommended path. This is because it is known which 

current cases follow which paths (because this was determined at status 5). Another advantage 

might be a lower occupancy rate of the recommendation service, because there are fewer 

recommendation requests. A disadvantage may be that the requests are tougher to calculate. 

 

3.3 Information structure 
1. A possible information structure for the case base is described in [8]. On a high level the 

cases should be stored as triplets like {problem, solution, outcome} These three parts 

together form a logical structure for analysing past cases. 
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3.4 Measuring similarity 
Measuring similarity is the technique that will be applied for deriving a subset of similar cases from 

the case base. In CBR, measuring similarity is represented by the retrieval phase, as can be seen in 

Figure 3 [8]. Although in CBR cases with similar problems are retrieved, here similar cases are 

retrieved, assuming that these cases’ problems are similar. The requirements to the similarity can 

be defined by different algorithms. The algorithm will be translated into a logical query that 

eventually selects the similar cases from the case base.  

 

1. Identity by case attributes 

An example of a similarity measuring algorithm is collaborative filtering (CF) and is much applied 

in news, movie recommendation, or product recommender systems on the internet. CF is applied 

when items or products cannot be described by explicit properties [13]. CF also assumes that 

persons with the same user profile agree on a decision in the future [14]. 

For example, person A and B are both interested in the same movie genre and are therefore 

assigned to the same type of user profile. The next preference occurs: person A likes movie M. Thus, 

based on the user profile, it is assumed that person B likes movie M too. In the future, if person B 

requests a recommendation for a movie, movie M will be recommended, because this is the 

preference of other persons (i.e. person A) of this profile.  

However, applying the CF algorithm for case recommendations is difficult. This is because the 

person of the example can in the recommendation service be seen as the case in the process, and 

cases cannot build up history (identity) from earlier trials in the process. It is however possible 

when the same case flows through different processes.  

 

Content-based filtering (CBF), or attribute-based filtering, derives recommendations based on cases 

that are equal for some predefined attributes of that case class. The content-based filtering (CBF) 

algorithm suits better in a case recommendation system than CF does. CBF also performs better 

than CF, but only if the case contains well-structured content [15].  

For example, a recommendation is requested for deciding whether or not to release movie M in the 

Netherlands, based on the profit of earlier similar cases. Movie M has the attributes genre, actor and 

released country.  For this example, Movie N is the reference set, because only this movie has the 

same values for the attributes. After analysing the reference set, it was concluded that this movie 

had a very low profit, thus it is recommended not to be released. 

 

2. Identity by case path 

Another measuring algorithm calculates path similarity. It compares the partial case path of the 

current case with the complete paths of cases from the case base. In [17] several abstractions for 

defining a case path are provided. These are represented in Figure 4. The prefix is an abstraction 

that contains the most detailed information about the partial case. It is possible to increase the 

detailed information of the partial case with all sorts of logistic, financial, etc. properties, like 

throughput time per activity, etc. However, here only the set of activities are analysed. The lower 

the abstraction in Figure 4, the less detail is required to become a similar case.  

The reason to lower the required level of information that has to be similar depends on the type of 

activities and the type of process, or the amount of cases in the case base. For example, if similarity 

only depends on the number of times that a case was denied at a quality check (e.g. activity C in 

figure 4), then the multi-set abstraction might be more suitable than the prefix abstraction. It is 

possible to implement the prefix abstraction, because it also contains this information. However, 

abstractions with more required similarity come at a cost, like more calculation power and 

calculation time. 
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Partial case example: A B C D C D C D E , with current state after E 

 

Abstraction name Example set Feasible when it is relevant ... 

Prefix abstraction <A,B,C,D,C,D,C,D,E> ... that all known details of the partial case are 

taken into account.  

Multi-set abstraction {A,B,C3,D3,E} ... how often an activity occurred. 

Set abstraction {A,B,C,D,E} ... whether an activity occurred or not. 

Partial sequence (e.g.last four) <D,C,D,E> ... what the sequence is in the defined horizon 

(last X places). 

Partial multi-set (e.g.last four) {C,D2,E} ... how often an activity occurred in the 

defined horizon. 

Filtered sequence (ignore C,D) <A,B,E> ... whether an activity occurred in the defined 

horizon, while only considering certain 

activities. 

   

Figure 4: Possible path abstractions of cases [17] 

 

 

In [16] a recommendation service is evaluated by its path-based recommendations. 

Recommendations based on the Prefix (a.k.a. Sequence), Multi-set and Set abstraction where 

compared to random recommendations. The Prefix abstraction performed significantly better than 

the other three alternatives. Therefore the Prefix will be used for the prototype.  

The Prefix abstraction allows for a direct comparison between the partial path and the path of a 

logged case. Thus, the partial path should be 100 percent similar before it is selected in the 

similarity set. If the Prefix abstraction is selected as similarity measurement, the order and/or the 

frequency of activities should be relevant.  

 

The advantage of the path-based identity above the attribute-based identity is that path-based 

similarity measurement is domain independent. For attribute-based identity the attributes have to 

be selected per process. 

 

3. Quality issue 

Monitoring the retrieval of similar cases from the case base is important. In this part of the 

recommendation service the quality of information is determined. For example, the amount of 

similar cases that are available for the option list, indicates the quality of the recommendation. 

Another interesting indicator is required amount of cases in the case base, before recommendation 

is possible. 

If a quality check would be implemented in the recommendation service, the subset with the similar 

cases is the best point in the recommendation service where the quality can be analysed. If there 

are not enough similar cases, the option list is based on too few target values (TV’s) 2 and the 

recommendation guarantees no quality. This might cause recommendations which are based on a 

subset that does not represent the process. The minimum required number of similar cases for a 

recommendation (minSC) should be larger than the number of alternatives in the recommendation, 

because it is wishful to base each alternative on minimal one case. If each alternative occurs with 

the same chance, then each alternative would (on average) have the same number of similar cases. 

                                                   
2 A TV is the value of a parameter belonging to a specific alternative and a specific TF, as will be described in 

next chapter. It can be seen as the feedback on a certain alternative for a certain TF. 
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Then each alternative would be based on the same quantity of TV’s. However, the distribution of the 

number of similar cases to the different alternatives is not known and cannot be assumed to be 

uniform. So, it is not known that when there are 20 similar cases for 4 alternatives, that there are 5 

similar cases for each alternative. For example, if there are 20 similar cases found for the current 

case, then it is possible for alternative 1 to have 10 similar cases, alternative 2 has 5, alternative 3 

has 4 and alternative 4 has only 1 similar case. 

 

4. Calculating target values 

Each similar case represents an alternative, with a target value for indicating how good the 

alternative is. For example, the case 45100382 followed Alternative 2 and had a TV of 86 for TF 3. 

 

The calculation of a TF is based on the total TV for a sequence of activities [16]. This is the sequence 

of activities of a process from start to end. If a shorter part of the process would be defined for 

optimization, there will be the risk of local optimization, instead of global optimization (for the 

whole case). The sequence with the most optimal total target value is the sequence that should be 

recommended.  

It can occur that a local recommendation results in a less optimal total target value than when an 

alternative is chosen that is not locally optimal, but is globally optimal. For example, two sequences 

of activities are possible: 

 

Sequence 1: A(10) - B(10) - C(10) - D(40) - E(10)  

Sequence 2: A(10) - B(10) - C(10) - F(10) - G(50)  

 

The first sequence has a total target value of 80 and the second has a total value of 90. When 

recommending based on the target function, sequence 1 is chosen. However, in activity C it is 

recommended to proceed with activity D, which has a much higher target value than F. The user has 

to know the whole process well to realise that it is smarter to proceed with D, because of the overall 

score of the target value.  

For these situations where the recommendation is different from the user’s opinion it is wise to 

provide an explanation of the recommendation.  

If the total target values of two sequences are approximately equal, then it is wise to analyse an 

extra target function. In this way it is possible to improve the results for more TF’s. Explanation 

about a multi-TF heuristic will be given section 3.6. 

 

The example of the two sequences can also be translated into an example for attributes, instead of 

activities. This is because the set of all decisions causes he target value (result) of a case, regardless 

of the type of decision. 

 

A TV for a case is build up from sub TV’s. For example if the TF is minimize costs, the TV will be a 

calculation of all the registered costs during the processing of the case. The setting of the different 

costs should be defined and maintained by process managers. The setting of the sub TV’s is very 

important, because all sub TV’s together form the result for the TF. The result of a current case will 

become the feedback over the currently chosen alternatives for future recommendations.  

So, based on the properties or identity of a case the costs will be determined. The size of the costs 

should be predefined by rules, which are defined by process managers. If the time calculation can 

be determined easily there will be no problem. However, determining the costs for an activity for a 

case with certain properties might be impossible.  
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3.5 The target function 
The goal of the recommendation service is to support the users of a business process in their 

decisions [17], but which decision is good and which is wrong? To provide direction to the decision 

a goal should be aimed for. This goal will be the target function (TF). By selecting the alternative 

with the most optimal target value (TV) for the selected target function the success of the case will 

be influenced 3.  

 
 

 

 

 

The relationship between a TF and the business process is given Figure 5. The representation is 

based on [18]. In business processes with or without a recommendation service the Case and the 

Task together always form a Work Item. A Work Item in combination with a Target Function results 

in a Recommendation and a not yet enabled Work Item. A Recommendation provided to a User of 

the recommendation service results in a Decision. The Decision, the Work Item and a Resource are 

an enabled activity. All Case Activities together cause case results for the Target Functions. In the 

situation without a recommendation service, the Work Item and the Resource together would be 

the Activity.   

 

The User is the person who uses the recommendation service and makes the decision. This person 

could at the same time be the Resource who performs the Activity. 

Selecting a TF raises several questions. Who selects the TF? Which TF should be selected? When is 

the right moment for selecting a TF. How often should a TF be selected: per case, or per process for 

a certain period?  

 

                                                   
3
 This conclusion is based on the evaluation in chapter 7. 

Case 

Target Function 

Recommendation 

Work Item 

w

w

w

w

Task 
w

User 
w

Decision 
w

Resource 
w

Activity 
w

Figure 5: Relationships between concepts 
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The preference for a TF for a certain case can be based on the properties of the business process, 

e.g. the average throughput time of the process is too high, so the throughput time TF will be 

selected. These properties of the business process could be indicated by key performance 

indicators (KPI). KPI’s are metrics that measure critical success factors of an organization. So, a KPI 

must be quantifiable and all KPI’s together should reflect the organizations goals. Whether the 

values of the KPI’s of a process are good enough should be evaluated against the organization’s 

strategy. This can, for example, be formulated in a balanced score card (BSC). The idea of a BSC is to 

give managers a quick and complete overview of the business [19]. By translating management 

information into values for KPI’s and providing this information in a dashboard, or management 

information system (MIS), it is possible to steer an organization.  

So, a generic business strategy could influence a decision for a specific case. To enable this, there 

are three requirements: (1) there should be a business strategy that defines desirable KPI’s, (2) 

KPI’s should be monitored, and (3) KPI’s should be translated into TF’s.  

 

Selecting TF’s as an instrument for strategic management is just one way of choosing the TF. By 

determining the TF’s on beforehand, the choice for the TF’s is already determined before the start 

of the case. If the first of the three requirements is not met i.e. there is no strategy, then monitoring 

KPI’s and deciding which TF to select, leads to local optimization of the process (performance 

management) [20]. 

 

Who selects the TF and at what moment, thus depends on whether a strategy is implemented. If 

there is no strategy, the moment of choosing the target function can be done at several moments 

during case processing. The later the TF is set, the less influence the TF has on the case result, 

because fewer decisions will be influenced. However, if no specific strategy is complied to, one 

should select the TF which returns the greatest benefit. Detecting which TF returns the greatest 

benefit for the current case, can be done by analysing similar cases. This is the same idea as the 

selection of the best alternative for a recommendation4. It also of influence that more information 

about the properties of the current case, result in a better similarity subset. So there is a trade-off to 

be made: postponing the setting of the TF to stimulate better information about the case properties, 

or selecting the TF as soon as possible, so the TF can influence the case results during more 

decisions. 

 

3.6 Deriving a recommendation 
Deriving a recommendation consists of deriving TV’s for the alternatives and choosing the best one. 

Deriving a recommendation is possible when at the least a TF is selected and there are two or more 

alternatives. Examples of TF’s are: minimize the costs of a case, or minimize the duration of a case. 

An alternative is a mutual exclusive possibility. For example, alternatives for performance of an 

activity can be: by a Specialist, by a Manager, by a Consultant or by a Regular Employee.  All 

alternatives ranked by the TF’s via TV’s form the option list. A schematic representation of the 

option list can be seen in Figure 6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
4
 Thus, it is possible to develop a recommendation service for suggesting the most profitable TF for a case. 
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TVA,1 TVB,1 TVC,1 

TVA,2 TVB,2 TVC,2 

TVA,3 TVB,3 TVC,3 

TVA,4 TVB,4 TVC,4 
 

Figure 6: Representation of an option list 

 

A TV is the value of a parameter belonging to a specific alternative and a specific TF. A TV indicates 

the preference for an alternative, experienced by a similar case. The most optimal TV will become 

the recommendation [21]. 

However, the indicator of the TV is not yet defined. When the TF is “minimize the costs of a case”, 

then an example of an indicator can be “the average costs per case”. This example uses the same 

parameter as is mentioned in the TF, namely “costs”. Another example of an indicator is “the 

number of times this alternative was chosen for this TF”. In this example for the same TF, another 

parameter is chosen than “costs”, namely “number of occurrences”. 

 

There are three dimensions that identify a TV. These are the TF, the Alternative and the Indicator 

and together they define the recommendation cube. Two of the three dimensions can be set 

beforehand, because the TF and the Indicator are selected at the start of a case. So, for TF X and 

Indicator Y there will be a set of TV’s as large as the number of alternatives. The alternative that 

belongs to the most optimal TV from this set will be the recommendation. It is also possible that a 

recommendation cube is derived for a recommendation where no TF is selected. Then the most 

optimal value defines which alternative should be recommended, but also which TF should be 

chosen for this case. 

 

3.7 Opinion versus recommendation 
The idea of a recommendation service is to support the user to control complex situations and to 

provide flexibility for the user to apply her own decision. For the recommendation service a 

decision is an optimization calculation of a current problem, connected to a target function and a 

case base filled with solutions from the past.  

For the user a decision requires an analysis of the current problem, however the user might 

consider other factors. The user could be motivated by a reward system, or influenced by context 

tunnelling, or defines her own norms, or have more trust in certain alternatives than the 

recommendation service has analysed, or the user (thinks she) is more intelligent. 

 

It is important to have a healthy trade-off between trust and distrust in the service. A user should 

not fully trust in the recommendation service, because with 100 percent trust there will be no 

decisions based on the user opinion, which means no new feedback for future decisions. However, 

there must be some level of trust, because recommendation services have overview in situations 

which are too complex for the user. 

Trust in the recommendation service can be measured and monitored. This can be done by 

analysing the case base. It could be measured how often the recommendation is the same as the 

decision and how often not. If all users overrule the suggestions of the recommendation service, 

there is a low level of trust and action should be taken to gain trust.  

Alternative 4 

Alternative 3 

Alternative 2 

Alternative 1 

T
F

 A
 

T
F

 B
 

T
F

 C
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More trust can be gained by measuring the results for the cases where recommendations were 

overruled and where recommendations were followed. Are the results higher for users that 

followed the recommendations? This information can be used as feedback to the user. If there is too 

much distrust in the recommendation service, confidence can be gained by providing the user 

feedback over the earlier made decisions. However, case results are influenced by a lot of different 

factors, so feedback should be provided with care. 

 

In Figure 8 it can be seen that the user will be influenced by the recommendation. However, the 

moment of providing a recommendation to the user is important. The recommendation pops-up 

directly when a decision has to be made, or a recommendation is only showed when it is requested 

by the user.  

Directly providing the recommendation without the request of the user may not be wise. In [22] it 

is explained that when contradictions in opinions occur, there may be contrary responses, with 

counter productivity as a result. The user may exaggerate her own opinion and be resistant to the 

“persuasion” of the recommendation. Also, there will be an increased difficulty on the decision 

being made, because the user also has to resolve the conflict between the preferences. So, the 

recommendation should only be showed when it is requested. 

As extension to the recommendation the service can provide a logical explanation about the 

preferred recommendation. In [23] it is said that transparency is an important goal for explanation. 

When the user interpret the information from the analyses, it will be clear why a certain 

recommendation is formulated. Explanation can also help by acceptance of justification, relevance, 

conceptualization and learning. 

 

3.8 The level of information to be displayed 
In this section it is described how the recommendations should be formulated and visualised for 

the users. The previous section was about deriving a preference for the alternatives, with a 

recommendation containing the most preferred alternative. These preferences have to be 

translated into a recommendation definition that will be presented to the user. Several different 

recommendation definitions are presented. Every recommendation has to provide a suggestion 

about the next decision, although some recommendations may offer more information.  

 

How much information should be displayed to the user? The recommendation service is complete 

when it reports all available information, but the user should be able to quickly interpret the 

recommendation. So, there is a trade off in providing information. An overflow of information 

should be avoided, but not reporting relevant information is undesirable.  

 

Examples of different levels of providing information in a user interface can be seen in Figure 7. 

Users should experience the different representations, before they choose which formulation is 

most suitable for them. One way of helping the user to better understand the recommendation 

message is with adaptive hypertext and hypermedia, like emphasizing, adding or omitting text.  
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Figure 7: Information in the recommendation definition 

 

 

 

 

  

The service suggests to choose alternative G. 
 

- The history of this case is similar to 93 of the 11423 cases in the case base.  
- The top 20% of these cases (with the best results for the target function) were 

analyzed.  
- From these analyzed cases 60 percent choose alternative G. 

The service suggests to choose alternative G. 
  

The service strongly advises not to choose alternative U. 

The service suggests to choose alternative G, with a certainty of 90%. 
  

A good second option will be alternative L, with a certainty of 89%.  

The service suggests to choose alternative G. 
  

A good second option will be alternative L.  

The service suggests to choose alternative G. 

The service suggests to choose alternative G for step 6. 
 
 If you choose G for step 6, then you should choose option B for step 7 

          and option R for step 8 
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4 Requirements 
 

 

The requirement numbers match with the issue numbers in chapter 3 and the design decision 

numbers in chapter 4. 

 

4.1 About the underlying technique (CBR) 
1. The RS should use cases from the past as a resource for feedback for current cases. 

Retaining cases in the case base should be used as support for decision-generating for 

future cases. 

2. The recommendation service in combination with the CBR technique should not only use 

knowledge sources like facts and rules like the cases in the case base are. Besides the use of 

the case base, other knowledge sources should be used like the user’s knowledge, the 

similarity measures and the target function as knowledge sources.  

3. The RS should not lack on performance, which can happen when there are too many cases 

in the case base. 

4. The RS should be able to analyse and react to patterns in a short period of time. This means 

that it should be possible for current cases to influence the recommendations.  

5. There should be a warm-up period, before the recommendation service will be run. This 

means that there should be enough cases in the case base before a recommendation can be 

generated. 

6. Only cases that are executed in line with the vision of the management and permitted by 

rules should be logged. So, cases with illegal decisions in the case base should be filtered 

out, because future recommendations can be based on these cases. Only authorized users 

should be able to filter illegal cases. 

 

4.2 About the types of recommendation 
1. The possible types of recommendation are described in section 3.2. Although all types are 

interesting, for this project there should be three types that can be implemented in the 

recommendation service.  

2. The length of the scope of a path recommendation should be no longer then one. This is 

because the idea of a recommendation service becomes clear with recommendations for a 

current decision. 

 

4.3 About the information structure 
1. The information structure should describe all information necessary for generating the 

recommendations. 
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4.4 About measuring similarity 
1. A measurement should be defined that is based on the idea of measuring similarity by the 

identity of the case attributes. 

2. A measurement should be defined that is based on the idea of measuring similarity by the 

identity of the case path. 

3. It should be possible to influence the quality of the recommendation. 

4. It should be avoided that the recommendation service provides a decision which results in a 

local optimum. So the RS should provide decisions that strive for a global optimum. 

 

4.5 About the target function 
A case should have a certain goal (TF) to aim for. There are several requirements for defining a TF: 

� If there is a organization strategy, every KPI should correspond to a TF. The KPI’s should 

cover all organizational aspects of an organization to avoid a gap in the measurement set 

[20]. For example, a BSC is built up of financial, customer, internal business and innovation 

& learning perspectives. KPI’s for the financial and internal business will occur most of the 

time, but measures about how customers see the organization, and what should be 

improved (innovation) of a product or service are also important aspects [19]. 

� The TF (and also the KPI) should be unambiguous. A lot of different persons at different 

levels in the organisation will work with them. 

� The TF should be measurable. 

� The data required for the TF should be available in the process and should be logged. 

 

4.6 About deriving a recommendation 
An option list should be the framework for the derivation of a recommendation. It should contain 

information about results per alternative, per target function per indicator.   

 

4.7 About Opinion versus recommendation 
There should be a good trade-off in the decision between the user opinion and the derived 

recommendation. It should be defined how the different phases in the decision making are related 

to each other. 

 

4.8 About the level of information to be displayed 
There should be an interface that provides the information from the recommendation. It should be 

simple to interpret for the user, but it should also contain the all required information to base a 

decision on. 
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5 Design Decisions 
 

This chapter handles the design decisions. Most decisions are made for the practical design. The 

decisions are implemented. However, some decisions are made for the theoretical design. This 

means they could and should be applied in a future recommendation service, but are not 

implemented in the prototype, due to time limits of the project. 

 

5.1 Applying the CBR technique for the recommendation service 
 

1. The RS will use the CBR technique. CBR makes the RS a learning system, as will be shown in 

the recommendation cycle below. 

2. This recommendation service will not only use the case base and the case-based reasoning 

technique as knowledge sources, but also the user’s knowledge, the similarity measures and 

the target function as knowledge sources. When decision support is requested, all these 

sources can be consulted for a solution. 

3. Extracting and aggregating information from the case base will be done by SQL statements. 

These statements should be defined shortly, with few calculation steps. If this is not possible 

less cases will be taken into account for the recommendation generation and pre-calculation 

will be done . This pre-calculation can be done at night for all cases. Taking less cases into 

account can be done by only using the last X cases from the case base. These two ideas are 

not implemented.   

4. The RS analyses the case base and via this way it will react to patterns, which means that 

current cases also influence the recommendations. It will be considered how many cases 

will be reused as feedback resource. This depends on the number of case on which the 

recommendation is based on. If a set of cases of the last week provides a better 

recommendation than a recommendation based on the cases of last month, then it is clear 

which period should be chosen. 

Reactance to patterns can also be realised by only looking at really similar cases. So, by 

influencing the similarity of the cases the reactance to patterns can be determined. This 

comes from the assumption that if a case is 100 percent similar the similar cases subset only 

has to have one case. 

5. There should be a warm-up period, before the recommendation service will be run. So, 

cases in the business process should be processed without decision support from the 

recommendation service until the moment that the case base contains enough cases. 

Enough cases have to be executed and logged to provide a solid base for the generation of 

recommendations. This will be done by real life execution of the process and by simulating 

the process. 

6. At the end of a decision there is an option to provide information whether the decision 

should be logged or not. Users should not be able to delete or add information, because they 

do not have the overview to base this decision on. However, what users might experience as 

an exception might be a frequently occurring situation or problem in the business process. 

Case base administrators judge about these cases and make a final verdict whether to log 

the case or not. 
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All these design decisions are used to define the process of generating recommendations. 

 

The recommendation cycle 

The process of generating recommendations is described by Figure 8. In short this figure will be 

described. Cases flow through a process. For each case users make decisions for problems. Each 

completed case has certain results for predefined parameters. All these outcomes per case are 

logged in a case base (log).  

If there are enough cases in the case base, making a request for a recommendation will be enabled. 

The request can be made by the user or can automatically be triggered by the process. If a request 

occurs, the recommendation service retrieves the identity of the current case. All available 

completed cases in the case base are compared to this identity. The cases that are similar are 

retrieved in a similar-cases subset. This subset of finished cases will be analysed.  

Each case contains results for certain parameters. By comparing the parameter results per 

alternative, it will be determined how good each alternative is. This aggregated information per 

alternative and per indicator is recorded in an option list (or cube).  

Ranking the alternatives in the option list is possible if there is a goal for the case to comply with. 

This is called the target function. A target function defines which parameter has to be optimal for 

the current case. The alternatives of the option list will then be ranked. The alternative with the 

most optimal target function parameter is defined as the recommendation.  

The recommendation will be provided to the user. If it is necessary, the aggregated information of 

the option list will be provided too. Finally, the user decides and a trade-off has to be made between 

the recommendation and her own opinion. 

 

 

 
Figure 8: The recommendation cycle 
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5.2 Types of Recommendation 
1. The possible types of recommendation are described in section 3.2. There are three types of 

recommendations that will be defined and implemented:  

1A: the attribute-based recommendation for attribute value decisions 

1C:  the attribute-based recommendation for decisions about the resource to assign for a 

specific work item  

2B: the path-based recommendation for activity sequence decisions; the path to follow 

 

 

Attribute based 

This type of recommendation is based on the case content of the current case. The case content 

consists of key data elements (attributes) that together define the identity of the case. For example, 

a key data element can be the company that sends an invoice, where the company is a value of a 

data element in the case (invoice). Other examples are the composition of the demand of an order, 

or the zip code of a delivery, or an indication of familiarity that a customer has with an ordered 

product. When finished cases are compared to the current case and they share the same values for 

the key data elements, then they are considered as similar cases.  

 

An example for 1A is that an employee has to choose whether or not to include a covering letter 

with the product that a customer bought online. The employee has two alternatives: include or not 

include the letter. The similar subset of cases is based on the key data elements. In this case the key 

data element can be the familiarity index of the customer. This information was obtained, when the 

customer bought the product on the web site. A subset with cases with similar familiarity indexes is 

generated. From this subset the required information about the alternatives can be aggregated. An 

option list will be generated and a recommendation will be defined and provided. The user will 

make a decision for one of the alternatives. This decision has an impact on the result parameters of 

the current case. The decisions will be made, the current case will be finished and the results will be 

logged in the case base. In this way the decision of the employee will influence future 

recommendations, irrespective of whether it has a positive or negative result. 

 

An example for 1C is that similar cases will be found, based on the key attributes. However, now a 

decision has to be made which role(type) will be linked for executing the activity. For example, an 

invoice has the key-attribute “total amount to be paid”. Cases with the same value for this key-

attribute will be selected as similar and the different role(type)s will be the alternatives to be 

analysed. The role with the best result for a certain TF will be recommended. 

 

Path based 

This type of recommendation is based on the past partial path of the current case. The past partial 

path consists of the sequence of tasks that together define the identity of the case. An important 

setting is the horizon. The horizon is the length of the path sequence of the current case. The longer 

the horizon, the greater the similarity should be of cases in the case base. 

For example, the current case has a sequence of tasks like: A – B – D – C – E – F and a horizon with a 

length of 4. Then cases in the case base will be selected when they contain the sub sequence  

D – C – E – F. For this recommendation type the alternatives are not predefined. All tasks of the 

process are possible as the next step. The alternatives on the option list now exist of all the tasks 

that occurred directly after the sub sequence D – C – E – F. 
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2. In this report the focus will be on a recommendation that contains a solution for only one 

decision. So, a recommendation with more than one answer will not be handled. Each 

recommendation recommends only for one decision. 

 

 

5.3 Defining the information structure 
When a recommendation is requested, the recommendation service requests information from the 

case base and from the process, i.e. from the current case.  

 

The following case information has to be extracted from the current case and the process: 

1. The type of target function (TF): the case should be optimized for this goal.  

2. The type of recommendation that should be generated (path or attribute based). 

3. The identity of the case, this can be: 

1. The past partial path of the current case, which contains the sequence of nodes that 

are within in the range of the horizon. The horizon is drawn backwards from the 

current node. 

2. The key case attributes that together form the identity. These attributes have to be 

defined before the start of the process and thus should be the same for all cases in 

the process. Different data elements can be defined as key data elements which can 

be used as indicator for similarity with other cases. Examples of attributes that can 

be defined as the case identity are very domain specific, e.g.: 

� The demand of a customer 

� The location where the applicant of a construction permit lives  

� The covered amount of a life insurance, etc. 

4. The location and the type of output of the recommendation: 

1. A path recommendation is requested: the current node should be provided.  

2. An attribute recommendation is requested: the location of that attribute should be 

provided.  

3. A role recommendation is requested: the next work-item should be provided. 

5. The alternatives that have to be analysed by the recommendation service. All alternatives 

can be taken into account for recommending, but it is also possible to predefine a subset of 

alternatives. When a subset of alternatives is selected there is more control and less 

flexibility. The choice is limited, because some alternatives are excluded beforehand. 

Defining a subset also requires domain specific settings, because process knowledge is 

required for selecting the alternatives.  

However, it is possible not to make a pre-selection of the allowed alternatives, because the 

alternatives that were not relevant in the past (or even never occurred in the past), will 

probably not be preferred by the recommendation service. It is however important to show 

the user which alternatives are possible, also if they have never occurred before. 

 

Design of the information structure in the case base: 

An example of a case base is shown in Appendix K. However, the recommendation service in 

this report focuses on retrieving similar cases, assuming that these cases contain similar 

problems as the current case has. The cases that are stored have column-properties for  

1. The case identity 

2. The decisions (choice from alternatives) made for the case and on which TF the 

decision is based 

3. The result for the different TF’s. 
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5.4 Measuring Similarity 
 

1. Attribute-based similarity measurement 

The attributes of a case can be defined as the case identity for case comparison.  Cases can be 

distinguished well for this attribute-based similarity measurement, because the values of the 

attributes can be classified into one of several value ranges. These value ranges can be defined as 

alternatives for the attribute value. 

This results in the next question; how precise do value comparisons have to be? To answer this 

question the scope of the attribute value has to be defined, and then classified. For example, values 

for a cost attribute can be classified into classes from 0 to 10.000, from 10.000 to 50.000 and from 

50.000 to 100.000 Euros. This means the similarity of the budget attribute can be distinguished into 

three classes. 

This is illustrated in the next example. A finished case is identified by  {K=8, L=20, M, Q=”good”, 

R=”hot”, S, T} and the current case is identified by {K=4, L=30, Q=”excellent”, R=”hot”, U}. Then the 

attribute similarity will be 2/4, because the current case has similar attributes for R and L (L classes 

are defined from 0 to 40 and from 41 to 80, etc). The attributes K=4 and K=8 are not similar (K 

classes are defined from 0 to 5 and from 6 to 10, etc). 

 

2. Path-based similarity measurement 

An important setting for the intensity of similarity is the horizon [16]. The horizon is the sequence 

of activities, from the current activity to X activities backwards. A finite horizon (recent past) is 

relevant when only the last X activities have to be taken into account. 

For example, if the current case can be identified by {A, B, C, D, C, D, C, E} and the horizon is four, 

then {C, D, C, E} is considered for comparison.  

An infinite horizon is relevant when all activities from the beginning of the case are relevant. An 

infinite horizon means that the beginning until the current activity of the compared case should be 

similar. 

For example, a finished case is identified by {A, A, C, D, E, A, F} and the current case is identified by 

{X, X, A, A, C, D, E}, then the finished case is similar. 

The longer the horizon, the more similar the selected cases have to be, but also fewer similar cases 

will be found. It is necessary to find a good ratio between horizon length (intensity) and the number 

of found similar cases (frequency). 

 

Path activities (but also attributes) that cause no extra distinction in the identity of a case, should be 

filtered out. Keeping these activities/attributes in the definition of the identity causes unnecessary 

filtering of cases. Useful filtering may be used to remove certain meaningless activities. For 

example, if the path recommendation activity is a part of the process model, this activity should be 

filtered. Otherwise it may occur that the path recommendation activity leads to its own activity.  

 

3. Quality of the recommendation 

This problem will not be solved, but a factor (Q) can be defined. The higher the factor, the better the 

quality. For example, the four alternatives from the example had each on average 5 similar cases. 

However, it was possible that alternative 4 had only 1 similar case. This was seen by the 

administrator who configured the recommendation before. The non-uniform distribution of similar 

cases over the alternatives stays, but the uncertainty that an alternative has too few similar cases 

can be influenced by demanding a larger similar cases subset. 

To realise this, the total subset with the minimum required number of similar cases (defined as 

minSC) should be at least a factor Q larger than it is now. The minimum required number of similar 

cases (minSC) can be defined by the number of alternatives for this recommendation (A_rec), 
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multiplied with a factor (Q) that reassures that the alternatives are on average based on Q values. 

This can be described as: 

 

iii QrecASC ∗>= _min      ( 1 ) 

 

, where minSCi is the minimum required number of similar cases for a unique recommendation i . 

A_reci is the number of alternatives for recommendation i, and Qi is the average number of cases per 

alternative for recommendation i. The higher the Qi the better the recommendation will be, because 

the TV of alternative i will be based on more similar cases.  

 

 
 

 

 
The part of the recommendation service (Figure 9) that retrieves the similar cases (SCi) from the 

case base (CB) via a similarity measure (SMi) can be described as: 

 

ii SCSMCB =∗      ( 2 ) 

 

, where CB is the number of cases in the case base and SMi is a function that results in a number 

from 0 to 1 that represents the percentage of the cases in the case base that are similar to the 

current case. SMi depends on the type of recommendation i and the identity of the current case. SCi 

is number of similar cases for the current case in recommendation i. 

 

If minSCi is smaller than SCi, then the quality of the recommendation will be too low. This could be a 

reason to not provide a recommendation to the user and let the user make his own decision. If SCi is 

smaller than minSCi then it will be allowed to provide a recommendation. Whether the level of 

quality is defined high enough, can be analysed. This is possible if two sets of cases are compared, 

where each set had another quality level. 

 

The idea was to link and translate the minimum required set of similar cases into the minimum 

required set of cases in the case base. However, to do this very detailed information is required. It 

should be known what the distribution is of the different case identities in the case base. For 

example, a case with identity X occurs in three percent of the cases in the case base and a case with 

identity Y occurs in 9 percent of the cases in the case base. Another issue that makes this impossible 

is that the acyclic behaviour of processes causes an enormous explosion in possible case identities.  

 

Figure 9: From CB to SC (subfigure of figure 2) 
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However, if it is possible to calculate the minimum required set of cases in the case base, then the 

required size of the case base is known and together with the case-handling speed the warm-up 

period can be calculated. 

 

4. Calculating target values 

Every logged case gives feedback over the total case and not of a part of it, because this could result 

in a local optimum. So, by looking at the feedback (in the form of the TV) the whole case is 

considered and not a part of it. 

 

 

5.5 Target function definitions 
The TF’s are categorized into four classes: (1) financial-related TF’s, (2) duration-related TF’s, (3) 

user for (role) allocation and guidance of the user, and (4) feedback for customer feedback about 

the organization and customer feedback about the product or service. When these classes are 

compared to the BSC perspectives, then (1) is the financial aspect, (2) and (3) are the internal 

business aspects and (4) is the customer and innovation aspect. One can see that the emphasis is on 

the financial and internal business aspects, where financial is party also an internal business aspect. 

One should consider that processes are very specific and there could be a lot of different TF’s 

defined by others. Here, some important TF’s are listed. 

 

Financial TF’s 

1. Business value of a case: when trying to sell insurances for example, the user would like to have 

recommendations that lead to a sale in the end; hence the TF should express this.  

Cases similar to the identity (past partial path or case attributes) of the current case will be 

evaluated on the profit they made when they were sent to the Expert and when they were sent 

to the Regular employee. The current case will be sent to the Expert, if the choice for the Expert 

resulted in a higher profit in the past, then for the Regular employee.  

Here business value is expressed as profit, but this could also be other parameters. For example, 

profit as a rate of the turnover. 

In theory it can be assumed that an Expert performs better than a regular Employee. In these 

situations the work of an Expert results in a higher profit than that of an Employee, despite of 

the higher salary for an Expert. Thus, a lot of the recommendations recommend to choose for 

the Expert. It could then be useful to provide some extra constraints to reduce the flow of work 

to the Expert, like: only cases with a profit that is expected to be higher than 10.000 Euros will 

have the chance to go to the Expert (see Figure 10).  

 

 
Figure 10: Influencing the business value 

 

 

Else

aimed profit (or turnover) > 10.000 euro 
AND ratio > 6.000 

Activity 1

Activity 2

Expert

Activity 3

Employee
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Again, usually business rules are applied to control e.g. path decisions. However, the 

recommendation service will find similar cases for the current case and analyses how frequent 

the similar cases have been processed by the expert or the employee. It also calculates what the 

average of all the total case results is. The alternative with the most optimal average is 

recommended. So there are no preset rules, only an abstraction from the log-file and a 

consideration about which alternative will be optimal. 

 

2. Business value per time unit [17]: (value for money of a case) if cases that last longer are much 

more expensive, then it is logical to try to optimize for earning the most money per time unit by 

ordering the cases in the most optimal sequence. So, this is a recommendation to the user about 

which case to process first. 

 

 
Figure 11: Recommend the order of cases 

 

 

This TF contains the results of what could be two TF’s, namely duration and profit. It 

transforms these results in the parameter profit per hour. For example, in Figure 11, the green 

case has 100 Euros profit per hour and the orange case has 112,5 Euros profit per hour. 

Also for this TF it is possible that cases with a better ratio will be continuously handled first 

and that the less best cases will be stuck in the process. So there should be rules for handling 

the less best cases within a certain period or in another process.  

 

3. Costs per case: A very basic and widely understood TF is to recommend to assign a specific role 

to a case, or assign a specific path or activity to the case path, or to recommend something else, 

based on the costs. 

Why optimize only for “Costs per case” and not also for “Costs per activity”? The answer is that 

the “Costs per activity” are indirectly taken into account in the cost per case analysis (read also 

the sequence example in 4.4). 

 
Duration TF’s 

4. Throughput time: When the goal is to finish cases as soon as possible, the TF for the 

recommendation service should be to minimize the duration of a case. For example, setting this 

TF can be based on the information that the process, which is focussed on, is the bottleneck for 

other processes, or the lead times are longer than required by a service level agreement. 

When minimizing the duration of the total path the recommendation service needs to know 

what the throughput, waiting and processing times (TH = WT + PT) are per activity.  A 

requirement for TF’s is that the required information is available. In FLOWer only the  

throughput times are available. So, for the process in FLOWer only the total throughput time of 

a case is registered.  

 

Green case:
estimated duration: 60 minutes
estimated profit: 100 euro

Orange case:
estimated duration: 80 minutes
estimated profit: 150 euro

Activity 1 Activity 2
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5. Processing time: Minimising duration when looking at the total processing time per case. This 

TF may be better than throughput time per case, because processing time is working time 

without waiting time and can be linear to e.g. wage per hour. Thus, this TF can be also a 

financial-related TF.  

 

6. Throughput time per activity: is interesting when the resource (person or machine) of the 

activity is also used by other processes and is a bottleneck. 

 

Minimizing duration can also be done by logistic heuristics for scheduling problems, e.g. First-In-

First-Out, Earliest Due Date, Shortest Processing Time and the time-to-readiness of a trigger. 

Influencing the choice of path, or the sequence of the cases via these rules can sometimes be done in 

parallel with the recommendation service, but this will not be considered in this project.  

User-related TF’s 

7. Role allocation: Chance of success of a case or even of an activity can be influenced by allocating 

other roles to that case/activity. For example TF 1 can influence the business value of a case by 

recommending another role (expert vs. regular employee). Other examples are: 

� Send unique and rare cases to a specific role (e.g. Expert) 

� Send cases which have to be redone for a certain task, because there was an error or a 

complaint, to a specific role. If it is possible to identify the risk of failing upon a task, then 

these cases can be sent directly to an expert. 

 

8. User allocation: When it is important to invest in the process’ users or control the relationships 

between users, it is possible to derive recommendations for assigning users to a work item, like: 

� Learning curve of a person [17]: it is possible to determine which users performed which 

activities. Therefore a manager can decide to influence the recommendation service, such 

that each user performs each activity with approximately the same frequency, this way the 

users are constantly learning and developing their skills.  

� Minimize the number of handovers of work in a case. The idea is that when one user 

performs more tasks this user “knows” the case and thus has less context tunnelling.  

� Centralization5: Work can also be allocated by analysing the centralization of a user. For 

example, when a user is the “crossing point” for a lot of cases, she has a lot of power. This 

centralization factor can be influenced by reallocating work items.  

� Closeness: Influencing the degree of how near a user is to all other users in a network. This 

may prohibit that employees become isolated.  

 

9. User support: This TF has the goal to provide optimal guidance to the user. The assumption is 

that the process is very complex and the user has to make decisions wherefore he has no 

experience or context. What should the user do? Earlier described TF’s could be followed, but 

they only provide a specific goal. However, it is also possible to do what most users have been 

doing in that situation.  

This target function calculates what the most applied alternative is for a certain situation. So, 

this is a recommendation based on frequency of occurrence of a decision. It is about 

recommending what the average employee would do. 

 

Customer and innovation related TF’s 

10. Customer satisfaction: As said before, for a balanced strategy, also the customer perspective has 

to be monitored. If the customers are not satisfied, it should be possible to influence the process 

                                                   
5
 Like centralization and closeness there can be a lot of different indicators for a social network. For more examples 

of metrics for social network analysis, see: www.insna.org or en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_network. 
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for this aspect. The customer perspective has to do with how the customers see the 

organization. 

Results for monitoring customer satisfaction can be obtained e.g. by providing feedback forms 

with the delivery of the product or service. Depending on the type of feedback, the type of 

action can be determined. So, customer satisfaction is a relative term and can only be defined 

when the type of feedback is known. It could be that customer satisfaction is already defined by 

other TF’s, like the throughput time TF that has to do with service level agreements on lead 

time. 

 

11. Product satisfaction: This TF has the goal to influence the quality and innovation of the product 

or service. It is much the same as the previous TF, because this TF should also be monitored via 

feedback and it is not known in advance what kind of action should be taken.  

 

 

5.6 Deriving a recommendation 
In Figure 12 framework is given of a recommendation cube for the recommendation about which 

role type has to be chosen, for performing the next work item. If the TF is “maximize profit” and the 

indicator is “average profit” then the four TV’s for the four alternatives will be selected. The 

alternative connected to the maximum TV will be defined as the recommendation. 

 

Cube (a) contains the TV’s for situations where only one TF and one indicator are selected:  

 

kjiTV ,,         
( 3 ) 

 

,where the index i will be the identity of the alternative, index j will be the predefined identity of the 

indicator and index k will be the predefined identity of the TF.  
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Until now only the cube with mark (a) is considered. It is also possible to derive a TV per alternative 

from all TV’s of all TF’s for one indicator (cube (b)). This is for example useful when it is interesting 

to influence the case result for two or more target functions. For example, a heuristic could be that 

the TV for an alternative is influenced for 70 percent by the first TF “minimize costs” and for 30 

percent by the second TF “minimize duration”. This TV is mainly determined by the first TF. 

However, when the TV’s for the alternatives of the first TF are almost similar, then the second TF 

might be the determining factor.  An example of comparing and calculating different TV’s for 

different TF’s into one TV is shown in Appendix B. 

How much influence each TF will have will be defined by ratio’s. Setting the ratio’s will be driven by 

trial and error and business process insights. For the TF heuristic only one indicator, but all TF’s are 

selected. A TV for the TF heuristic will look like: 

 

∑
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,where the index i will be the identity of the alternative, index j will be the predefined identity of the 

indicator and index k will be the identity of the TF. The r will be the ratio for the weight per TF. The 

sum of the weight ratio’s should always be 1.  

Median of TF parameter 

Manager 

Regular Employee 

 
(c) 

 

 
(d) 

 

  
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Average TF parameter 

Number of occurences 

Best occured value 

Specialist 

Consultant 

Indicator Heuristic 

TF 

Alternatives 

Indicator 

Figure 12: Recommendation cube 
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It is also possible to derive a TV per alternative from all TV’s of all indicators and one TF(cube (c)). 

This is useful because all indicators together form a better TV. Setting the weight ratio’s per 

indicator is a matter of giving higher weight to better indicators. The TF heuristic for deriving a TV 

per alternative in cube (b) where only one TF, but all indicators are selected, will look like: 

 

∑
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,where the index i will be the identity of the alternative, index j will be the identity of the indicator 

and index k will be the predefined identity of the TF. The r will be the ratio for the weight per 

indicator. The sum of the weight ratio’s should always be 1.  

Finally it is also possible to derive a TV per alternative using TV’s from all TF’s and indicators (cube 

(d)). The complexity of calculation might become a bottleneck for performance and it should be 

shown that this heuristic is significant better than the other heuristics. Using all TV’s from cube (a) 

results in the following heuristic: 
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,where the index i will be the identity of the alternative, index j will be the identity of the indicator 

and index k will be the identity of the TF. The r will be the weight ratio’s. The sum of the weight per 

type of ratio should always be 1.  

 

5.7 Opinion versus recommendation 
In Figure 13 the sequence of steps are defined for decision-making. First the user has to evaluate 

whether she has a decision or not. If there is consensus, the decision will be taken. Otherwise a 

recommendation will be requested. If the suggestion of the recommendation is not in line with the 

user’s opinion an explanation could be requested. Finally, if the explanation did not contribute to a 

consensus about a decision, an expert should be requested to give a second opinion. The degree in 

which all levels should be used, depend on the importance of the decision. 

 

 

User opinion 

Vs 

Recommendation with 

explanation 

Vs 

Second opinion by 

Expert 

Decision 

Internal user conflict 

No trust in 

recommendation 

Conflict with the 
arguments for the 
recommendation  

Consensus 

Consensus 

Consensus 

Consensus 

User opinion 

Vs 

Recommendation with 

Explanation 

User opinion 

Vs 

Recommendation 

User opinion 

Figure 13: Decision support 
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5.8 The level of information to be displayed
An example of how information is provided to the user
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information to be displayed 
An example of how information is provided to the user (explanation in the text boxes)

 
Figure 14: Recommendation interface 
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6 Developing the Prototype 
 

 

This chapter describes the development of the prototype of the recommendation service. In 

Appendix C the work environment is described. In the first paragraph the developed functionality is 

described. At the end the evaluation and recommendation about a (possible) future implementation 

of the recommendation service are discussed. The context for developing the prototype, with e.g. 

information about FLOWer, can be found in Appendix L. 

 

6.1 Development 

Before and during the development a number of steps have been defined. These steps contain all 

required functionality for the developing the prototype and are shortly described in Appendix C. 

 

In FLOWer the recommendation service is modelled as a process parallel to the business process. This 

is very important to realize. So, both processes are built in one FLOWer casetype. This is done 

because it enhances the easiness of building a prototype. The business process is an example 

process. It is about the ordering and handling of permits. One case can handle all the required 

permits (six modules). An activity is mostly represented by setting one data element. The casetype 

can be divided into four sections. This is also shown in the figure in Appendix E. 

A. The configuration phase: this phase is about selecting the right settings from the 

recommendation service. This part should be managed by the process manager.  

B. Start of the business process: the phase where activities, like retrieving customer 

information and defining the demand, are handled. This part should be performed by the 

customer. 

C. Attribute-based recommendations for helping the user with the processing of the permits 

(modules). These operational activities should be performed by the employees of the back 

office of the permits department. 

D. Path-based recommendations for the final phase of the business process. These activities 

should be performed by the employees of the front office of the permits department. They 

have contact with the customer. 

Phase A, C and D will be described from the point of view of the recommendation service. For more 

context about phase B and all other nodes (activities) in these four phases of the casetype, see the 

description in Appendix G. 

 

Many combinations are possible, only the following will be implemented. In the prototype the path-

based recommendations will provide suggestions for paths to follow. The attribute-based 

recommendations will provide suggestions for assigning roles or persons to work, or how work 

should be done (e.g. brief versus extensive, or intern versus extern). The last mentioned example 

can also be seen as a suggestion for a path to follow.  

 

The functionality of the business process and the prototype will be described by four sections, 

representing the four phases.  
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A. Configuration phase  

This is the part of the pie in Figure 30 that handles the recommendation configuration settings. 

These settings consist of: 

� Selecting the TF.  The design decisions about the TF is described in 5.5. The 

implementation of the target function in the prototype will be described here. The TF 

should be set at the start of the case. Every recommendation will use this TF. For each 

case the TV’s for each TF will be logged. 

� Other settings include: selecting the alternatives, choosing ratios for determining the 

TV’s, quality parameters and the horizon. These settings will be discussed in section C 

and D. 

� All above mentioned settings can be done in the Recommendation Start-up and the 

Recommendation Setting nodes in the casetype (again see Appendix E). 

 

 

C. Attribute-based recommendations 

These recommendations are based on the similarity of the key attributes. This recommendation 

is implemented in phase C and applied for modules d1, d2, d3 and for the perform_intern or 

perform_extern decision. Node specific information can be found in Appendix G. The 

functionality of the recommendation will be explained below. 

 

In the period previous to the execution of the case, the recommendation will be configured. This 

will be done in phase A. Per recommendation the location of occurrence should be specified, 

because this is a recommendation with a business process-specific configuration setting. The 

possible alternatives should be set, the ratios for influencing the TV’s per decision should be 

defined and the key attributes should be selected. All these settings can be different per 

recommendation. The only setting that is common for all recommendations is the level of 

desired quality. This is embodied by the “minimum number of required cases” setting and the Q 

factor, as is described in section 5.4. 

 

The following steps will occur real-time when a attribute-based recommendation is requested: 

Step 1: Checking the case base. The case base will be checked for the amount of cases. If there 

are more cases than required the recommendation will be generated, otherwise an empty 

recommendation will be returned. 

 

Step 2: Retrieving the similar cases. Only cases that have the same key attribute will be selected. 

These similar cases are the basis for the option list. 

 

Step 3: Calculating the indicators for the alternatives. An indicator is the way in which all TV’s 

will be calculated. In the prototype the average is calculated and the number of times an 

alternative has been chosen is counted. This is only based on the similar cases.  

 

Step 4: The above calculated TV’s are inserted in a temporary table. This table represents the 

option list for this specific recommendation. 

 

Step 5: Deriving the most optimal alternative from the option list. Determine which alternative 

should be recommended, e.g. the alternative with the smallest value for the “minimize total 

costs” TF. 
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Step 6: Providing the results to the user. Th

user in the interface. An example of the attribute

in Figure 15. 

 

Step 7: Making a choice. The user makes his choice out of the alternatives. The option list can be 

used as an explanation of the suggestion.

 

Step 8: Applying the decision. 

followed. 

 

Step 9: Logging the results. 

every TF. If all TV’s for the case are available for all TF’s, then the results will be logged in the 

case base. Also the made recommendation, the made decision and the case identity (values for 

the key attributes) will be logged.
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Applying the decision. The activity will be executed and the made decisions will be 

Logging the results. The resulting TV for the activity will be derived. This is done for 

every TF. If all TV’s for the case are available for all TF’s, then the results will be logged in the 
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D. Path-based recommendations (Final phase) 

These recommendations are based on the similarity of the previous partial path of the current 

case. This recommendation is implemented in phase D and should be applied for all nodes in 

this phase, except for the last activity in the casetype. Node specific information can be found in 

Appendix G. The functionality of the recommendation will be explained below. 

 

In the period previous to the execution of the case, the recommendation will be configured. This 

will be done in phase A. Path-based recommendations are generic. Thus no domain-specific 

settings are required. Still settings have to be selected. These common settings include the level 

of desired quality. The length of the horizon should also be specified. Again the most important 

setting is defining the TV derivations. These TV’s will become the feedback for future cases and 

their decisions. 

Thus, every path-choice causes its own case specific result. For example, if a case with module 1 

is directed to the standard delivery node, it results in a cost of 90 euro. If this case is directed to 

the quick delivery node it results in a cost of 40 euro.  However, if a case without module 1 is 

directed to a standard delivery, it results in a cost of 20 euro. If this case is directed to quick 

delivery it results in a cost of 60 euro. Thus each path choice causes a case specific and path 

specific result. 

All possible alternatives should be defined or retrieved. This should also be done in advance of 

the case execution. 

 

The following steps will occur real-time when a path-based recommendation is requested: 

Step 1: Defining the case identity. The current node and the length of the horizon are known. 

With this information the part partial path can be derived. 

 

Step 2: Checking the case base. The case base will be checked for the amount of cases. If there 

are more cases than required the recommendation will be generated, otherwise an empty 

recommendation will be returned. 

 

Step 3: Retrieving the similar cases. Only cases that have the same path identity will be selected. 

These similar cases are the basis for the option list. 

 

Step 4: Deriving the alternatives. All alternatives that were chosen for this decision at the 

current node will be selected. 

 

Step 4: Calculating the indicators for the alternatives. An indicator is the way in which all TV’s 

will be calculated. In the prototype the average is calculated and the number of times an 

alternative has been chosen is counted. This is only based on the similar cases.  

 

Step 5: The above calculated TV’s are inserted in a temporary table. This table represents the 

option list for this specific recommendation. 

 

Step 6: Deriving the most optimal alternative from the option list. Determine which alternative 

should be recommended, e.g. the alternative with the smallest value for the “minimize total 

costs” TF. 

 

Step 7: Making a choice. The user makes his choice out of the alternatives. The option list can be 

used as an explanation of the suggestion. 

 

Step 8: Applying the decision. The case is directed to the right activity in the chosen path. 
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Step 9: Logging the results. The resulting TV for the activity will be derived. This is done for 

every TF. If all TV’s for the case are available for all TF’s, then the results will be logged in the 

case base. Also the made recommendation, the made decision and the case identity (path) will 

be logged. 

 

A more technical explanation of the path-based recommendation is provided in Appendix H. 

 

6.2 Improvements for the prototype 
Although there is no concrete plan within Pallas Athena for developing a recommendation service, 

it is possible to implement one. When the recommendation service will be implemented in FLOWer 

(BPM|One), there will be several issues about adjustments and extensions. Will the 

recommendation service be an extra functionality in FLOWer or will it be an add-on? How will the 

data be retrieved? Where will the functionality be coded?  How should the recommendation service 

be modelled in the casetype design? How should it be visualized for the end-user? Where should 

recommendations be processed? A summary of suggestions follows: 

 

Separate the recommendation service and the business process 

The prototype of the recommendation service is build within the same casetype as the business 

process wherefore it recommends. It will be better to separate the recommendation service from 

the business process and prevent intertwining as much as possible. If a recommendation service is 

implemented for a specific business process there will remain enough linkage between the process 

and the service. This could e.g. be the setting of key attributes for attribute-based 

recommendations. However, all the functionality like capabilities nodes and interfaces should be on 

another level than the modelling level of process design. As an example, Figure 17 is provided. 

Compare the two figures. The top figure is how it is for the prototype and the bottom figure is what 

a process designer should see. Larger figures are provided in Appendix E and Appendix F. 

The differences in the two figures are the components that should be omitted from the process 

design, this is:  

1. The complete content of phase A. This is the process management phase. The setting of the 

recommendations, the horizon, key attributes and the calculation of the TF parameters (e.g. 

costs) should be done once for the casetype at the process (re)design. So, not each time a 

case is created, like in the prototype. This should be implemented in/represented by the 

“recommendation configuration”-pie part in Figure 30. 

If a strategy is followed the target function is defined at the management phase for all cases. 

If no strategy is followed, but the most optimal TF is selected, this will be done 

automatically and not during the process. Only if TF’s should be selected manually, there 

should be a possibility in e.g. the case guide. 

2. The recommendation nodes should not be a part of the business process. The path 

recommendation is a node in the prototype, but it is filtered and not taken into account 

when path recommendations are generated. It should be possible that recommendations 

could be requested from the case guide when a user needs support. 

3. The recommendation code should also be stored in a separate capability file in FLOWer and 

not in a capability, which belongs to a casetype of a business process.  
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Extend the possibility to define the TV calculation 

It should be possible to attach more functionality to design objects. For example, it should be 

possible to insert functions for the calculation of sub TV’s per node. This should be implemented 

like the simulation parameters in PROTOS. However, an overview of all the sub and total TV’s at one 

location improves the overview and easiness of maintenance. 

These functions for the calculation of sub TV’s per node should also be monitored by a system. The 

recommendation service retrieves its feedback from these values. So, a monitoring system could 

help to gain insight into the recommendation service settings and its results. 

For example, when TV’s are defined in another way, the process might perform differently than 

before, because its feedback mechanism was redefined. To find out which definition of the TV’s has 

the best result, all definitions and its process results should be logged. 

 

Organize the architecture 

The architecture should be organised for better performance, like in Figure 16. The complete 

recommendation service should be placed on an external server, not on the FLOWer operation 

server. The case base should have the following categories of case information: 

a. Identity of the case: based on the key attributes, or the path sequence 

b. Solution: the recommendations made and the decisions taken 

c. Outcome: the case results for the different TF’s 

The case base is only one of the knowledge sources (containers) of the recommendation service. 

The other sources contain information about: 

d. Similarity measures 

e. Target Functions 

f. Alternatives Selection 

g. Quality checks 

h. Option list 

i. Recommendation definition 

The required information from the process model and current case should be extracted from the 

management information tables, not directly from the casetype. The MI tables are structured and 

always applicable SQL statements can be defined for these tables, instead of domain specific tables.  

 

 

 
Figure 16: New information architecture 
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Optimize performance 

The prototype uses a MySQL database. This database caused a very bad performance. For example, 

the table structure should be optimised. In the future it will be better to use e.g. an optimised Oracle 

database, which has better indexing and keys. Also the capability code should be optimised for a 

better performance. 

The case base is used for retrieving similar cases, or storing new cases. Not every new case should 

be stored directly in the case base. For example, every night the case base can be maintained and 

updated.  

 

Dynamic tasks 

There is no dynamic task in FLOWer. When recommendations are done about the set of data 

elements that should be filled, there is no possibility of implementing this in FLOWer. For example, 

this means that one formfill object shows different data elements in different situations. Another 

example is that the authorization can be made dynamic, thus for different situations different 

authorized users. 
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Figure 17: Process model with (top) and without (bottom) the recommendation service 
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7 Evaluation of the Recommendation Service 
 

 

The developed prototype is evaluated on simulation output and by real users. The reason for 

simulation is to provide insight in the recommendation service [26]. The simulation is done by the 

FLOWer Internal Test Suit (FLITS). The reason for real users is to test what their experience is with 

the service. 

 

7.1 Set-up and problem definitions 
To find whether the recommendation service adds value to a process, two scenarios have to be 

simulated. The first scenario is random decision-making and not to follow the provided 

recommendation. The second scenario is decision-making by always following the provided 

recommendation. The advantage of this plan of simulation is that two extremes will be tested.  

However, the original idea of the recommendation service is that it provides guidance and 

suggestions, but the user has the flexibility not to follow this guidance. Always following a 

recommendation or always following a random decision is not the practice in reality, because a 

user does not have the chance to overrule faulty recommendations. To simulate the last situation, 

one has to simulate with real human users, which asks too much effort at this point.  

Finding out whether recommendations result in better case results than results from user-decisions 

do. Random decisions versus recommendations are simulated. A random decision is not a user-

decision. User decisions have the advantage of having the potential of being smarter than 

recommendations. When a user overrules a faulty recommendation, she rectifies the 

recommendation service and prevents that the recommendation service bases future 

recommendations on a log with misleading data.  

However, simulating random decisions is relatively good, because it provides an average 

performance which can be compared, and no one can influence the result positively or negatively.  

 

The problem definitions:  

1. The main question is: What is the average case result for a target function when always 

choosing for the recommendation of for the random decision? 

H0: Case result for recommendation > Case result for user’s decision 

H1: Case result for recommendation <= Case result for user’s decision 

 

2. Are attribute-based recommendations better than random decisions? 

H0a: including the attribute-based identity in measuring similarity provides better case 

results than without. 

H1a: including the attribute-based identity in measuring similarity provides equal or worse 

case results than without. 

 

3. Does a larger horizon length provide better recommendations? 

H0: horizon=4 provides better results than horizon=6 

H1: horizon=4 provides equal or worse results than horizon=6 
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4. Does the recommendation service learn over time? 

H0: A recommendation for the 100th case is worse than for the 1000th case 

H1: A recommendation for the 100th case is equal or better than for the 1000th case 

 

5. Will the recommendation service suffer from a cold start problem? 

H0: The number of different alternatives that are recommended is smaller when 

recommendations are provided after 50 random cases than after 200 random case 

H1: The number of different alternatives that are recommended is equal or larger when 

recommendations are provided after 50 random cases than after 200 random case 

 

 

7.2 Simulation with FLITS 
 

The model 

The model will be the developed casetype in FLOWer. The recommendation service and the 

business process are modelled in one casetype. 

 

Parameterization 

The customer information in phase B will be randomly filled from the customer information table in 

the database. 

The target function will randomly be selected by FLITS. 

For the costs and profit (and selling price) there is a specific calculation model. This calculation 

included ratio’s for potential alternative in the B and C phase of the casetype. These ratios will 

influence the costs. So, if alternative B is chosen the costs for task M will be influenced by a specific 

ratio. 

For the nodes influenced by the path recommendation, case specific costs calculation rules are 

implemented. Every path choice causes its own case specific result. For example, if a case with 

module 1 is directed to the standard delivery node, it results in a cost of 90 euro. If this case is 

directed to the quick delivery node it results in a cost of 40 euro.  However, if a case without module 

1 is directed to a standard delivery, it results in a cost of 20 euro. If this case is directed to quick 

delivery it results in a cost of 60 euro. Thus each path choice causes a case specific and path specific 

result. 

The parameter time cannot be simulated by FLITS. FLITS can only log the simulation process times 

instead of process times by real users. So, the minimize time TF cannot be evaluated. However, 

times could be parameterized like it is done with costs. For example, the parameters that now are 

defined as costs in Euros could also be defined as time in seconds. 

 

FLITS settings 

FLITS is a separate VMware image, but could be approached via a web browser. Instructing FLITS is 

possible by writing a Perl script. This script contains a procedure about which data elements have 

to be filled. An example can be seen in Appendix I. The logging of the case results could be shown in 

a case log by FLITS (example in Appendix J). The case results are also logged by FLOWer. 
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7.3 Evaluation of the recommendation service 
When simulation is finished an analysis can be performed on the output data. This data is retrieved 

from the database tables.   

 

1. Random versus Recommendation 

The idea is to demonstrate the difference in performance between the situation where 

decisions are taken random and the situation where decisions are taken by the 

recommendation service.  

A test is run where first 400 cases with random decisions are executed, continued by 200 

cases where recommendations are followed when possible. The result is shown in Figure 

18. The figure has costs on the y-axis. On the x-axis are 6 periods. Each period contains 100 

case results. The first four periods are the cases with random decisions and periods 5 and 6 

are the 200 cases where recommendations were followed when possible. 

 

 
 

Figure 18: Costs vs time periods 

 

 

A confidence interval (CI) is calculated for the cases with random decisions. Another CI is 

calculated for the cases with decisions from recommendations. The results can be seen in 

Table 1. With a confidence of 95 percent are the random values in the CI interval of 

(484;522), for recommendation this is (413;455).  

 
Table 1: Confidence Intervals (95%) 

Type Average Costs St.dev Costs Confidence 95% CI 

Random 503  

(over 400 cases) 

196 19 (484 ; 522) 

Recommendation 434 

(over 200 cases) 

153 21 (413 ; 455) 

 

Also a heteroscedastic T-test with a two-tailed distribution was used to determine whether 

the two samples are likely to have come from the same two underlying populations that 

have the same mean. The result was p=0,00000325, which means the two samples differ 

significantly. It is clear that the recommendations cause better case results costs than the 

random decisions do (with a TF to minimize costs).  
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2. Attribute-based recommendations 

Are attribute-based recommendations better than random decisions? It will be shown that 

including the attribute-based identity in measuring similarity provides better case results 

than without. 

In Figure 19 on the y-axis is the number of cases and on the x-axis are two sets. Set 1 

contains the first 100 cases with random decisions. Set 2 contains the last 100 cases with 

recommendations decisions from the sample of 600 cases from the previous section 

(Random vs Recommendation). So, the first 100 and last 100 (numbers 501-600) of cases 

are retrieved from the 200 random + 400 recommendation set. 

One specific decision was analysed. This is the role recommendation for module d1. As can 

be seen in the figure; both sets are about 50 cases large. This is logical, because module d1 

was demanded half of the time.  

The results for the first set: 7 times role A, 15 times role B, 14 times role C, 15 times role D. 

This approaches the idea of random.  

The results for the second set: 50 times role A, 2 times role B. So, for the recommendation 

cases the choice was in 96 percent of the cases made for role A. This matches with the 

ratio’s of the for the four employee roles. These ratios were set in such a way that Role A 

was the cheapest role that could be chosen to perform module d1. The result is that 

attribute-based recommendations are better than random decisions. 

 

 

 
Figure 19: Choice of roles - random vs recommendations 

 

 

3. Intensity of the similarity measure 

The intensity is for path recommendations the length of the horizon. The issue with the 

horizon is that everything outside the horizon will not influence the recommendation. 

However, in the business process for the prototype nodes at the beginning of the process 

are important for the last nodes in the process. However, to make e.g. the orientation node 

part of the path sequence for the delivery nodes at the end of the process, the horizon has to 

have a length of 14 nodes. The variety in the path composition over 14 nodes is too large for 

a small case base. There will be no similar cases, because the case base should be enormous 

(50.000+ cases).  
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4. Learning Recommendation Service 

Detection of a learning service is proven by the example for the first issue of this section 

(Figure 18). Another example can be seen in Figure 20. It is an example of a learning system, 

where learning is indicated by the increasing profit. This test was for the first twenty 

periods random (set 1) and for the last four periods the recommendations were followed 

(set 2). One period contains the execution of 50 cases. Because there is a lot of variety 

possible, the averages may differ a little. However, compare the dotted lines that represent 

the averages of the two sets.  

Again a heteroscedastic T-test with a two-tailed distribution was used to determine 

whether the two samples are likely to have come from the same two underlying populations 

that have the same mean. The result was p=0,000474 , which means the two samples differ 

significantly. It is clear that the recommendations cause better case results for the profit 

than the random decisions do (with a TF to maximize profit). However, this was only 

possible with a filled case base (the first 1000 cases). Whether the system keeps on learning 

over time cannot be concluded. 

 

 

 
Figure 20: Learning system 

 

 

5. The Cold start problem 

The cold start problem is described in chapter 3.1. To evaluate whether the 

recommendation service is influenced by this problem, a test was run with only two 

random cases in the case base. During the test 397 cases were executed and decisions were 

taken with recommendations where possible. In Figure 21 the recommended alternatives 

are shown for the recommendation of module d1. Role A had the most lucrative ratio. 

However, role A has never been recommended, as is role C. After more thorough analysis it 

was concluded that role D was always recommended for TF 2 (minimize time) and role B 

was always recommended for TF 1 (minimize costs). Thus, it is necessary to have enough 

variability in the case base before recommendations may be generated. 
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Figure 21: Cold start problem 

 

 

 

Evaluation by persons 

The evaluation by two real persons was more of a qualitative nature. The users pointed towards the 

following issues: 

 

The recommendation interface is important for interpreting the concept of recommendations. It is 

very useful to use for each recommendation the same interface. The prototype uses two different 

interfaces for the two types of recommendations. This was partly for explaining at the front end of 

the prototype how the service works.  

The path recommendation can in the prototype be requested by redoing the path recommendation 

node. This was not clear. In a real life service the recommendation should be requested in the case 

guide.  

One of the user mentioned that the option list decreased the level of flexibility. For the attribute-

based recommendations the option list is provided to the user as a form of explanation. However, if 

there are very clear facts in the option list, the user experiences that his opinion is directly 

weakened and very much influenced by the option list. 

In the prototype the user has to enter his path decision into the path recommendation interface. 

After this, the user will be automatically directed to the right node. This was specially designed for 

the FLITS simulation, because FLITS needs to know what next data element (nodes0 have to be 

filled). However, for users it is the easiest if they only have to click once to request a path 

recommendation. From that event the current node can be calculated, the recommendation can be 

calculated and provided and the user does not have to insert his decision. This is because the next 

node that will be opened is his decision. 

The other remarks were about interpretation of the business process and questions about the 

background functionality.  

 

The conclusion by both users was that the thorough analysis of past cases and there results is very 

welcome information in the decision-making process. 
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8 Conclusions 
 

 

Although an evaluation is already provided in 7.3 and improvements for the prototype are provided 

in 6.2, a short summary of the most important conclusions will be given here. 

 

8.1 About the recommendation service 
The concept of recommendations based on the information of already finished cases has proved to 

add value to a business process. In complex situations the recommendations provide better 

recommendations than users do. The recommendation service works best when there is a large set 

of similar cases. This requires a large case base; too few cases in the case base could be a bottleneck. 

There should be a good ratio between the similarity intensity and the size of the case base. The 

recommendation service proves to work well in situations where there is yet less variability in the 

process than the number of cases in the case base can cover. 

 

How cases should be logged in the case base can on a high level be described as: identity – solution 

– result. The case base is only one knowledge source. The TF definitions, the definition of the 

similarity measures, the functionality for deriving option lists and choosing the best alternative are 

all knowledge sources. These are all shown in Figure 16. Only the most intelligent knowledge 

source misses in this figure, namely the user. 

 

Another defined knowledge source of the recommendation service is the type of recommendation. 

A recommendation is based on the identity of the case. This identity can be the case path or the 

values of the key attributes of the casetype. The most important distinction between the two is that 

the attribute-based recommendation is domain specific and the path-based identity is generic. The 

output of the recommendation service can be a path recommendation, an attribute value 

recommendation or a role recommendation for a work item. 

 

A recommendation service cannot aim for a goal without the target function. The setting of the 

target function can be done by (1) following an organization-wide strategy, (2) following 

performance optimization goals, or (3) by selecting the TF that adds the most value to the 

organization (or client).  

 

Determining the values for a current case, e.g. the costs, requires business insight. The decisions 

will be judged on these values. So, the derivation of the result parameters is very important. 
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8.2 Future Work 
Setting the recommendation service is a difficult job. Therefore one can say the recommendation 

service should have its own recommendation service. All best and worst practises should be 

retained in a recommendation service case base. Thus, by monitoring the recommendation service 

the success of the recommendation system and the level of correctly overruled recommendations 

can be analysed. The recommendation service can then be criticized on its results. However, this is 

out of the scope of this project. 

 

A deeper understanding of the types of recommendation could be useful. For example, how can 

hybrid versions of recommendation types be developed? This means merging the path-based and 

the attribute-based similarity. This kind of similarity measures are not the only ones. Nearest 

neighbour, vector space measuring, etc can they also be applied? It is interesting to compare these 

different techniques. 
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Appendix A : Description of the DSS types  
 

Personal DSS (PDSS) 

One of the most important DSS in the early days and in the present. It is about the empowerment of 

the individual and democratization of decision making. PDSS became important, because they were 

more successful than MIS.  

 

Group Support Systems (GSS) 

Decision responsibility is shared by a number of users. GSS is used for decision making, but also for 

communication and information processing. The group process consists of the group, the task, the 

group/organizational context, and the system. 

 

Negotiation SS (NSS) 

Group-oriented with IT to facilitate negotiations. NSS may be problem oriented or process oriented. 

 

Intelligent DSS (IDSS) 

Can be first generation (rule-based expert systems) or second generation (uses neural networks, 

genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic) 

 

Enterprise Information Systems/ Business Intelligence (EIS/BI) 

These are data-oriented DSS, which have a multidimensional view of data (OLAP, data cubes). They 

deliver enterprise-wide (management) reporting systems. BI is a contemporary term for EIS. 

 

Data Warehouse (DW) 

Is a set of databases created to provide information to decision makers. It provides the large scale 

IT infrastructure for contemporary decision support. 

 

KM-based DSS (KMDSS) 

Is used for knowledge storage, retrieval, transfer and application. Managing knowledge is vital for 

an organizations ability to increase innovation and competitive advantage and support decision-

making. 
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Appendix B : Example of TV calculation  
 

 

From Table 2 the following can be concluded. If TF 1 was chosen, alternative 2 will be 

recommended. If TF 2 was chosen, alternative 1 will be recommended. 

 
Table 2: TV's for TF 1 and TF 2 

 TF 1: minimize costs 

(in Euros) 

TF 2: minimize 

duration (in seconds) 

Alternative 1 79 > 60 < 

Alternative 2 > 77 < 100 

Alternative 3 84 70 

Alternative 4 80 90 

SUM 320 320 

 

 

Two options will be explained for TV’s derived via the heuristic: 70% * TF1 + 30% * TF2. What will 

be recommended? The first option uses the rank of the TV’s, because the TF’s have different 

parameters (Table 3). 

 

 
Table 3: TV’s for TF-Heuristic, option 1 

 TF 1 (ranked) TF 2 (ranked) TF heuristic New rank 

Alternative 1 2 1 0,7*2+0,3*1 = 1,7 1 

Alternative 2 1 4 0,7*1+0,3*4 = 1,9 2 

Alternative 3 4 2 0,7*4+0,3*2 = 3,4 4 

Alternative 4 3 3 0,7*3+0,3*3 = 3,0 3 

 

 

So, the new rank is the same as TF 1, but place 2 and 1 are interchanged because of the different 

ranking of TF 2, especially the difference in rank between TV2,1 (rank=1) and TV2,2 (rank=4). 

 

Another (more complicated and more qualitative) way of calculating the new TV is by normalising 

the TV and then applying the heuristic (Table 4). 

 

 
Table 4: TV’s for TF-Heuristic, option 2 

 TF 1 (diff.) TF 2 (diff.) TF heuristic New rank 

Alternative 1 79/320=0,247 60/320=0,188 0,7*79/320+0,3*60/320 = 0,229 1 

Alternative 2 77/320=0,241 100/320=0,313 0,7*77/320+0,3*100/320 = 0,262 4 

Alternative 3 84/320=0,263 70/320=0,219 0,7*84/320+0,3*70/320 = 0,249 2 

Alternative 4 80/320=0,250 90/320=0,281 0,7*80/320+0,3*90/320 = 0,259 3 

 

 

So, the new rank is the same as TF 2. The reason that the new ranking sequence is the same as that 

of TF 2 is because of more deviation at TF 2 than at TF 1. The TVX,1 (all values for TF 1) are all very 

similar.  So, when there is not a lot of distinction in TV’s for TF 1, the new TV’s are determined by TF 

2, although TF 2 has only 30 percent of influence in the heuristic. 
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Appendix C : Setting Up the Work Environment 
 

The work environment exists of a laptop with different software components.  

� The hardware exists of a Dell Latitude D610 laptop with an Intel Pentium M processor of 

1,86 GHz and 2GB of RAM.  

� Microsoft Windows XP SP2. 

� Two VMware images. A VMware image is a complete copy of a system, which can be 

accessed and stored within another system. Image one was the simulation tool FLITS (v2, 

2004). VMware image two consists of  

• FLOWer 3.7 SP1. At the time of the project the most stable version. FLOWer 

manages and supports the execution of activities in the context of a specific case. It 

is a case management system and has a run-time and a development environment. 

• The Navicat Lite for MySQL database administration tool is used. FLOWer 

communicates with the database via capabilities including MySQL statements.  

� A back-up of the casetype, capabilities and definition of the database is made twice a week. 

A back-up of the VMware images is made once a month and stored on an external hard disk. 
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Appendix D : Developing the Prototype 
 

 

Flower Functionality: 

1. Interpret FLOWer’s  node, data and control objects. 

2. Interpret example casetypes 

3. Communication with the MySQL database via Mappings 

4. Communication with the MySQL database via Capabilities in Mappings 

5. Extending capabilities with all possible functionality 

6. Implement a Module with simple C code that sets and gets a parameter 

7. Extend a Module with Queries in the C code 

8. Implement a Publisher that influences the distribution profiles 

9. Interpret FLOWer’s management information structure (MGMT tables) 

10. Select and query MGMT tables 

11. Define database tables for the recommendation service 

12. Log case results for the recommendation service 

13. Calculate similarity via queries, based on the case attributes 

14. Implement a Target Function 

15. Add a cost factor to the model that could be minimized 

16. Derive a attribute-based recommendation option list 

17. Define a attribute-based recommendation (with a user interface) 

18. Calculate similarity via queries, based on the node sequence of a case 

19. Derive a path recommendation option list 

20. Define a path recommendation (with a user interface) 

21. Implement a quality check on the log size before recommendations will be generated 

22. Implement a variable horizon  

 

Implementation:  

23. Develop a casetype 

24. Implement the recommendation in the casetype 

25. Implement ratio’s (per alternative) for influencing the TV’s 

 

Simulation: 

26. Installing and configuring FLITS 

27. Write Perl scripts for FLITS to automate simulation 

28. Optimize the performance  (where possible) of the database and the capability 

29. Adapt the casetype to automatically insert the current node in the path recommendation 

30. Adapt the casetype to automatically follow the path that is recommended 

31. Simulate the casetype for different TF’s as well as random as recommendation 

32. Analyse the log files of FLITS 

 

Evaluation: 

33. Develop an Excel file that analyses the logged results from the recommendation service 

tables 
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Appendix E : Business Process With The Prototype - Four Phases 

  Figure 22: Four phases of the business process and prototype 
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Appendix F : Business Process Without the Prototype 

  Figure 23: The business process 
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Appendix G : Four Phases 
 

All nodes (activities) in the casetype will be described shortly and in the same sequence. All these 

nodes can be found in Appendix E. 

 

A. Configuration phase  

1. Recommendation Start-up:  

� Choose the TF  

� Configure the recommendations: set the recommendation by selecting the alternatives 

per recommendation and select the case properties.  

The list of potential alternatives is filled with all possible alternatives. For example, one 

could choose for employee B at the recommendation. This would be a strange choice for 

the decision about whether to perform task intern or perform the task extern. The 

alternative “Employee B” makes no sense here, but could be selected. At the analysis for 

this decision this alternative will be ranked low, because it has never occurred. So, for 

performance and user overview reasons, only four alternatives can be chosen, but it 

could be possible to include all alternatives. 

The case attributes are the data elements (case content) that should match during a 

similarity measurement for a attribute-based recommendation. 

2. Recommendation Setting: 

� By deciding and choosing an alternative, the costs parameter will be influenced. Each 

alternative has its ratio. This is automatically set. The alternatives with the best ratios 

should be recommended by the service. 

� The cost parameter is automatically calculated and logged.  

� The minimum size of the case base (number of logged cases) could be defined.  

� The horizon could be defined. In practice the setting of the horizon is implemented 

directly in the code. 

 

B. Start of the business process 

3. Customer Information:  

� An identity number is attached to the case. 

� Information about the customer is registered, like (1) name, (2) whether the permit 

request is for personal use or for business use and (3) whether the customer is familiar 

with the permit process. 

4. Orientation: 

� The decision for addressing this node or not, can be determined by the recommendation 

service. The customer will always be directed to the orientation node, whether the 

customer indicated to be familiar with permits or not. During the orientation node the 

customer will get extra supporting information about the permit order process. At the 

end of the page the customer has to indicate whether the information was helpful or 

not.  

 

This orientation node was build to explain a very simple example of a complete 

recommendation service for attribute-based (input) recommendations for paths to 

follow (output): 

o The familiarity attribute is defined as the identity of the case. 

o The indication whether the support was helpful is the result. 

o The target function is to have the highest possible satisfaction rate, by 

addressing ass few nodes as possible. Thus, if the customer found the 
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information on average not helpful, this orientation node should not be 

addressed. 

o The case base is the familiarity attribute and the result per case. 

o The alternatives are: (1) address the orientation node or (2) not address this 

node. 

 

For example, the case has a familiarity attribute with the value “familiar”. Both 

alternatives, about addressing this node or not, will be analysed. It is possible that the 

“address orientation” alternative has the highest satisfaction value. Even if the customer 

is familiar, this means that the customer indicated that the orientation node provides 

useful information. (If the orientation node was not addressed, then the question 

whether extra information would be useful will be raised at the end of the process. So, 

for both alternative paths there will be a satisfaction result.) 

This is a recommendation example. There will be no focus on implementing it in the 

recommendation service. 

5. Demand:  

� The customer selects which permits (modules) he demands. 

6. Selection: 

� This is another, but different, example of providing recommendations. The focus of the 

prototype is on recommendations based on similar cases. The customer’s demand is 

known from the previous node. The following situation occurs: a recommendation 

should be provided, which indicates whether another selection of the demand is better. 

For example, if a light and a regular construction permit are demanded, it is advisable to 

drop one of the two, because they are substitutes of each other.  

Pretend the demand attributes are the case identity. The problem is that the current 

case demand will be recommended, because similar cases are retrieved based on the 

demand attributes. So, the key attributes are the same as the attributes about which is 

recommended.  

In this case a nearest neighbour technique helps, because this technique analyses the 

attribute space near the current case and seeks for almost similar cases. A simplification 

of this technique is applied in this node: cases are retrieved that are similar for all 

demand attributes, except for one.  

There will be no further focus on the nearest neighbour technique. However, this 

example is a warning for persons that select the attributes for the domain specific 

attribute-based recommendation.  

 

C. Attribute-based recommendations 

This phase applies attribute-based recommendations for modules d1, d2, d3 and for the 

perform intern or extern decision. 

7. Module_d1 Recommendation:  

� If module d1 is demanded, a recommendation node will occur for the role that has to 

perform the module d1 work item (like the alternatives in Figure 15). The data for this 

node is calculated in a caption that contains functionality in SQL statements. The 

functionality of this capability code is explained in chapter 6.1.  When a certain role is 

chosen, the authorization and distribution will be handled automatic via the rules of the 

organization model and FLOWer’s configuration manager. 

8. Module_d1:  

� Symbolic work is performed by filling one data element.  

9. Module_d2: 
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� The same type of recommendation as is performed for module d1. It is recommended 

which type of role has to perform the d2 module; a regular employee or a specialist. D2 

automatically follows the recommendation without an intervening user. This is the type 

of automated decision making that misses the intelligence of the user and the flexibility 

to head to a certain decision. 

10. Module_d3 Recommendation:  

� The same type of recommendation as is performed for module d1. It is recommended 

how a certain task has to be performed; brief or extended. It is not possible in FLOWer 

to have dynamic tasks. For example, when it is decided that module d3 should be 

performed extensive, data elements should be added or deleted from the task. 

11. Module_d3:  

� Symbolic work is performed by filling one data element.  

12. Module_d4: 

� No recommendation will be derived for this module. Symbolic work is performed by 

filling one data element.  

13. Module_d5:  

� No recommendation will be derived for this module. Symbolic work is performed by 

filling one data element.  

14. Module_d6: 

� No recommendation will be derived for this module. Symbolic work is performed by 

filling one data element.  

15. Perform Intern Recommendation:  

� The same type of recommendation as is performed for module d1. It is recommended 

whether a certain task has to be performed in the organization or outsourced to another 

organization. This could e.g. help to control the regulation of workload. 

16. Perform Intern: 

� Symbolic work is performed by filling one data element.  

17. Perform Extern: 

� Symbolic work is performed by filling one data element.  

 

D. Path-based recommendations (Final phase) 

18. Path Recommendation: 

� The functionality of the path recommendations is explained stepwise with figures in 

Appendix H. For every next activity the path decision has to be made by a user in the 

path recommendation node. Every path choice causes its own case specific result. For 

example, if a case with module 1 is directed to the standard delivery node, it results in a 

cost of 90 euro. If this case is directed to the quick delivery node it results in a cost of 40 

euro.  However, if a case without module 1 is directed to a standard delivery, it results in 

a cost of 20 euro. If this case is directed to quick delivery it results in a cost of 60 euro. 

Thus each path choice causes a case specific and path specific result. 

19. Include feedback form or not include feedback form 

20. Include covering letter or not include covering letter 

21. Zip documents and e-mail or print extensive or print semi official: 

22. Standard delivery or Quick delivery 

23. Determine TF results: 

� The measured results for the TF’s are displayed. The user has also the option to classify 

the case as (not) representative if this is the matter. However, process managers might 

decide to exclude the case from the case base, because it heavily biases it. This is also 

discussed in chapter 3. 
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Appendix H: Technical Explanation of the Path-based Recommendation 
 

Path-based recommendations 

The code can be found in the hr.cap file in the [nodelist_decl] capability. 

 

1. Define a list of nodes that can be used as alternatives for the path-based recommendation. 

Retrieve these nodes from the management information (MI) table case_type_basic that belong 

to the current casetype. Do not select data elements, only plan elements (nodes). Of these plan 

elements only select the node_kinds 2, 3 or 4. 

 

The code can be found in the hr.cap file in the [pr_fill_subset00] capability. 

 

1. The MI table mgmt_case_raw is a table in which all statuses of all nodes are logged. From this 

table the complete paths of all cases should be retrieved and inserted into the hr_pr_subset00. 

The nodes have to be finished, may only be of the node_kind 2, 3 or 4. The node_id’s belonging 

to the Path_recommendation node or the Recommendation_System node may not be included 

in the node-sequence. For performance reasons only the node sequence of the last occurred 

case should be added, instead of deriving the whole list again. 

 

The code can be found in the hr.cap file in the [pr_path] capability. This capability returns the path-

recommendation.  

 
1. The current node is known. From this node the previous node is selected. In Figure 24 an 

example can be seen of the MySQL statement for selecting which node was the last node before 

the current node. Because of the structure of the mgmt_case_raw table it is difficult to derive the 

sequence of nodes. The node before the current node is the node that has the largest update 

number that is smaller than the update number of the current node. Again, this node may only 

be a formfill-, user decision-, or system decision node (not e.g. a milestone). 

 

 
Figure 24: Part of the path recommendation capability code 

#-------------------------- 1 ------------------------------ 
#  find node_id of the node previous to the current node 
SELECT   node_id        
INTO  node01 
FROM  mgmt_case_raw 
WHERE  class_id = {class_id}   
 AND  object_id = {case_id} 
 AND  node_status = '1'   
 AND  upd_nr  = (SELECT  MAX(upd_nr)        # find lower upd_nr than upd_nr00 
    FROM  mgmt_case_raw 
    WHERE class_id = {class_id}   
    AND object_id = {case_id} 
    AND node_status = '1'  
    AND upd_nr < {upd_nr00} 
    AND node_id != ALL  (SELECT obj_id             # do not select e.g. milestones 
      FROM case_type_basic 
      WHERE obj_kind = ('1' OR '5' OR '6' OR '7' OR '8' OR '9' OR '10' OR '0')   
      AND class_id = {class_id} 
       ) 
    AND node_id != (SELECT obj_id          # do not select the PR node itself 
      FROM case_type_basic 
      WHERE name = 'Path recommendation' 
      AND class_id = {class_id} 
      ) 
    ) 
LIMIT 1;  
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2. Perform step 1 for as many nodes as the horizon is long. 

 

3. Check whether there are more cases in the case base than required (quality check). If there are 

more cases than required the recommendation will be generated, otherwise an empty 

recommendation will be returned. 

 

4. In the next steps the partial path of the current node will be compared to all paths in the 

hr_pr_subset00 table. First all cases are selected in which the current node exists and insert 

them into hr_pr_subset01. 

 

5. Select all rows (one node for one case on one row) which contain the case id nodes for all these 

cases in hr_pr_subset02. 

 

6. Generate per case a string with the sequence of all nodes it followed. Insert these strings into 

hr_pr_subset03. 

 

7. Define the horizon by concatenating the found sequence of nodes of the current case (step 1 

and 2). 

 

8. Compare all strings with the defined current case sequence and write the similar cases into the 

hr_pr_subset04. 

 

9. Analyse the string and select the node that occurs directly after the current node. For example, 
in Figure 25the cases 1475 and 1558 are similar for the path-based identity with horizon = 6. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 25: Similar cases in the hr_pr_subset04 

 

 

10. Generate an option list table (hr_pr_alternatives) with aggregated information about all 

alternatives. These alternatives are the found nodes in step 8. The target values of all similar 

nodes are averaged and the number of occurrences per node is counted. The capability code is 

shown in Figure 26 and the result in the database in Figure 27. 
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Figure 26: Generating the option list in the capability code 

 

 

 

 
Figure 27: The option list table in the database 

 

 

11. Select the alternative with the most optimal value for the selected TF. Return this value to the 
Flower’s user interface, which would look like Figure 28. 

 

After requesting a path recommendation all information is automatically calculated and selected. 

Only the user has to insert his decision. After this decision the user is automatically directed to the 

selected node. 

 

 

TRUNCATE TABLE hr_pr_alternatives ; 
 
# define all alternatives in the option list 
INSERT INTO hr_pr_alternatives (path_alternative, count, total_costs, total_profit, total_duration) 
SELECT  next_node, COUNT(next_node),  (SELECT  ROUND( AVG(total_costs) , 0) 
     FROM  hr_d_log 
     WHERE (object_id, class_id, next_node) IN ( SELECT object_id, class_id, next_node  
         FROM hr_pr_subset04 ) 
     ) ,  (SELECT  ROUND( AVG(total_profit) , 0) 
     FROM  hr_d_log 
     WHERE (object_id, class_id, next_node) IN ( SELECT object_id, class_id, next_node  
         FROM hr_pr_subset04 ) 
     ) ,  (SELECT  ROUND( AVG(total_duration) , 0) 
     FROM  hr_d_log 
     WHERE (object_id, class_id, next_node) IN ( SELECT object_id, class_id, next_node  
         FROM hr_pr_subset04 ) 
           ) 
FROM  hr_pr_subset04 
WHERE  next_node != '0'  
GROUP BY  next_node ; 
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Figure 28: Path recommendation interface 
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Appendix I : FLITS script 
 

 
 204  

 205 #=====START===================================================== 

 206 sub create_case{ 

 207  

 208    $case_hdl = Chif::create_case($con_hdl,$CASE_NAME); 

 209  

 210 } 

 211  

 212 #=====TARGET FUNCTION and Setting==================================== 

 213 sub set_target_function{ 

 214  

 215    my $open_hdl       = Chif::open_case($con_hdl,$case_hdl,'write'); 

 216  

 217    my @root_node     = Chif::get_wavefront($open_hdl,CHP_ROOT_NODE,WF_NODE,$con_hdl); 

 218    my $root_node_hdl = $root_node[0]->node; 

 219  

 220    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,$root_node[0]->node,"Target_function",$tf,$con_hdl); 

 221    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"PR_Horizon",$horizon,$con_hdl); 

 222    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"PR_required_logsize",$required_logsize,$con_hdl); 

 223  

 224    Chif::close_case($open_hdl,$con_hdl); 

 225  

 226 } 

 227  

 228 #=====DEMAND===================================================== 

 229 sub set_random_demand{ 

 230  

 231    my $open_hdl   =  Chif::open_case($con_hdl,$case_hdl,'write'); 

 232  

 233    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"CI_satisfaction",$satisfaction,$con_hdl);     # NB bij 

elkaar gestopt! 

 234  

 235    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"D1",$module_1,$con_hdl); 

 236    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"D2",$module_2,$con_hdl); 

 237    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"D3",$module_3,$con_hdl); 

 238    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"D4",$module_4,$con_hdl); 

 239    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"D5",$module_5,$con_hdl); 

 240    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"D6",$module_6,$con_hdl); 

 241  

 242    Chif::close_case($open_hdl,$con_hdl); 

 243  

 244 } 

 245  

 246 #=====REC 01a===================================================== 

 247 sub follow_recommendation_01{ 

 248  

 249    my $open_hdl   =  Chif::open_case($con_hdl,$case_hdl,'write'); 

 250    my $rec_01       =  Chif::get_data_value($open_hdl,0,"Mod_d1_role_rec") ; 

 251  

 252    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"Mod_d1_role_dec",$rec_01,$con_hdl); 

 253    Chif::set_data_value($open_hdl,0,"mod_d1_dothis",123456,$con_hdl); 

 254  

 255    Chif::close_case($open_hdl,$con_hdl); 

 256  

 257 } 

 258  
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Appendix J : FLITS case log file 
 
 

recommendation_service (real_life_test) 

Nr State Type Value in 
Value 

out 
Duur 

ext. 

error 

001
 

Chif::connect_server Connected to (192.168.229.129) (succeeded as expected)   -  0.013 none  

001
 

Chif::set_locale Set locale client language to (en)  -  0.000 none  

001
 

Chif::ident_to_server Identifying as bpm (succeeded as expected)   -  0.000 none  

001
 

Chif::create_case Created case: HR  2247  1.834 none  

001
 

Run HR Created a case  -  1.834 none  

001
 

Chif::open_case Open 521 2247 for write (succeeded)   -  2.466 none  

001
 

Chif::get_wavefront Wavefront returnd from (0) type (WF_NODE)  -  0.003 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (Target_function) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2000) with 

value (1) (succeeded)   
-  0.294 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (PR_Horizon) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2001) with value 

(4) (succeeded)   
-  0.004 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (PR_required_logsize) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2002) with 

value (1) (succeeded)   
-  0.002 none  

001
 

Chif::close_case Open case closed (succeeded)   -  0.011 none  

001
 

Run HR target_function_set  -  2.814 none  

001
 

Chif::open_case Open 521 2247 for write (succeeded)   -  0.188 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (CI_satisfaction) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2000) with value 

(1) (succeeded)   
-  0.002 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (D1) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2001) with value (1) 

(succeeded)   
-  0.002 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (D2) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2002) with value (1) 

(succeeded)   
-  0.002 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (D3) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2003) with value (1) 

(succeeded)   
-  0.002 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (D4) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2004) with value (1) 

(succeeded)   
-  0.002 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (D5) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2005) with value (0) 

(succeeded)   
-  0.002 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (D6) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2006) with value (0) 

(succeeded)   
-  0.004 none  

001
 

Chif::close_case Open case closed (succeeded)   -  0.005 none  

001
 

Run HR set_random_demand  -  0.227 none  

001
 

Chif::open_case Open 521 2247 for write (succeeded)   -  0.432 none  

001
 

Chif::get_data_value Data value for Mod_d1_role_rec  2  0.003 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (Mod_d1_role_dec) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2001) with 

value (2) (succeeded)   
-  0.002 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (mod_d1_dothis) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2002) with 

value (123456) (succeeded)   
-  0.003 none  

001
 

Chif::close_case Open case closed (succeeded)   -  0.004 none  

001
 

Run HR follow_recommendation_01  -  0.449 none  

001
 

Chif::open_case Open 521 2247 for write (succeeded)   -  0.163 none  

001
 

Chif::get_data_value Data value for Mod_d2_roletype_dec  10  0.001 none  

001
 

Chif::set_data_value()
Set (Dothis10) with chp_dat_setval on data_hdl (2001) with value 

(2222210) (succeeded)   
-  0.002 none  

001
 

Chif::close_case Open case closed (succeeded)   -  0.004 none  

001
 

Run HR follow_rec_mod_2  -  0.175 none  

001
 

Chif::open_case Open 521 2247 for write (succeeded)   -  0.455 none  

001
 

Chif::get_data_value Data value for mod_d3_type_rec  7  0.001 none  

Etc.  
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Appendix K : Case Base 
 

 
Table 5: The case base : hr_d_log 

Column Description  

Casename  Case identification 

Key attribute 1 

Key attribute 2 

Key attribute 3 

... 

Key attributes. All elements together define the attribute-based 

identification. 

Target_function TF identification 

Total_costs 

Total_profit 

Total_duration 

... 

Total case results (at least one per target function): indicates the 

level of success of the case 

Recommendation 1 

Recommendation 2 

Recommendation 3 

... 

Logging per recommendation what was recommended 

Recommendation 1 decision 

Recommendation 2 decision 

Recommendation 3 decision 

... 

Logging per recommendation what was decided 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 29: The case base of the prototype 
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Appendix L: Context for developing the prototype 
 

Before developing the prototype different resources were consulted. Knowledge and experience 

were gathered via a Protos course, lessons in the FLOWer basic developer guide, Pallas Athena’s 

Intranet, the online MySQL developer manual [24], and Pallas Athena’s experienced employees.  

 

First, the development context (FLOWer) will be described in more detail. FLOWer is a process 

management system. The different components can be functionally separated. These components 

can be seen in Figure 30 [25]: 

� Process design: modelling the activities, sub processes, roles, authorization, constraints, 

sequence of activities, etc. 

� Integration with other IT systems: for example with word processor, calculators, or older 

information systems. For the recommendation service only an external database is 

integrated. 

� Organizational design: setting up the organization for operational activities, like defining 

the distribution and authorization of work in profiles. 

� Distribution of work: employees receive work for which they are authorized and which 

belongs to their organizational unit. It is possible to sort work for a predefined priority and 

to apply operational flexibility, like redefining the distribution of work. 

� Execution: an employee receives and handles a work item. 

� The Recommendation Configuration component is added. The settings for the 

recommendations should be set here.  These could be the type of recommendation, the 

horizon, the key attributes, the location of the recommendation service, etc.  

 

 
Figure 30: Components of the FLOWer process management system [25] 
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FLOWer Studio is the process design component. A design consists of about four elements [25]: 

� Process flow, for defining the sequence of the process execution. 

� Role graph, for defining the hierarchical structure of the different roles. 

� Data elements that are required in the process. 

� Forms that will be the interface with the user for entering data. 

 

The process in FLOWer is very data-driven. By deriving or filling required data elements, other data 

elements at other nodes further in the process can become enabled. When all required data 

elements are filled, a node becomes completed. Different transitions can take place; a node can be in 

one of these states: executed (completed), skipped, redone (reset), or refused.     

 

The setting of a data element by the user until the storage of that data element, occurs through 

different layers. The most common and most used method is: 

1. The user inserts a value in a control object, like an edit box or a check box. 

2. This box is connected to a data element. 

3. If all required data elements for a mapping are filled, the values of these data elements will 

become available in the invoked capability. 

4. The functionality in the capability is executed. This functionality could exist of MySQL 

statements which set or retrieve (aggregated) information in tables. 

5. The information will be directed via the same steps backwards to the interface. 
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